
 Buy 100 Mixed 

Petunia Surfinias

SAVE £24.96

Order online www.vanmeuwen.com or by phone 0844 557 1850

£3.99
with any order

5 Petunia ‘Frills & 

Spills Superstar’£4.99
10 Fuchsia  

‘Trailing Mixed’
worth £14.99  

with orders over £20

£5.99
72 Busy Lizzie  

‘Accent Mixed’
worth £14.99  

with orders over £35

Spring 2021

worth £12.99 
see inside for details

    Quality gardens
at everyday prices

Order online www.vanmeuwen.com or by phone 0844 557 1850
VM21004.01   TM_VMS350
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PETUNIA ORCHID FLOWERED FROM £4.99 PAGE 9

2 Visit our website to see the complete range of plants available - www.vanmeuwen.com

Welcome to the Van Meuwen Spring 2021 Catalogue

Give your plants the best possible start with this amazing offer!

WHY BUY FROM VAN MEUWEN?

• 5 STAR SERVICE since 1973

• AFFORDABLE value for money products

• 100% SATISFACTION GUARANTEED or your money back

• HUGE RANGE of plants and gardening equipment

• DAILY DEALS when you subscribe to our email newsletter

• NEXT DAY DISPATCH on selected products

• TRACK YOUR ORDER online on every order you place

BEST WAYS TO ORDER:

• ONLINE at www.vanmeuwen.com 24 hours a day, 7 days a week

• SAFE AND SECURE you can even pay by PayPal™

• BY PHONE: call our friendly team on 0844 557 1850

• BY FREEPOST TO: Send your completed order form to  
 Freepost, Van Meuwen, Admail ADM3952, Spalding, PE11 1ZZ

Find out what our customers think of us on Feefo and let us  
know what you think too. Your feedback helps us to see what  
we’re doing well and also where we can improve - it only takes  
a few minutes to leave a comment. We’d love  
to know your thoughts. Best wishes for an  
enjoyable season in your garden and  
we look forward to fulfilling your order soon...

the

team

GIANT MARBLED FUCHSIAS FROM £4.99 PAGE 7

GERANIUM F1 BEST RED  FROM £4.99 PAGE 5

VERBENA F1 QUARTZ MIXED FROM £4.99 PAGE 5

   Fill your garden with   

  outstanding plants

from just £3.99

£3.99
with any order

Petunia ‘Frills &  
Spills Superstar’

5 Postiplugs worth £12.99
see order form  

for details

Maxicrop Original  
Seaweed Extract
KA4022 £9.99 (500ml)
KB0192 £16.99 (2 x 500ml) 
Made from British  
seaweed, this organic  
plant growth stimulant  
encourages better root  
development, perfect  
for early and mature  
growth of all garden plants.

We’ll treat  
your entire  

plant order with

Maxicrop 
for just 

£1

For just £1 we’ll treat your entire 
plant order with Maxicrop: 
It encourages: A strong, healthy root system and 
improved root growth  •  More energy for growth   
•  Better establishment  •  Greater nutrient 
availability  •  Greener, healthier leaves   
•  Reduced stress during transit 

Bulbs are not treated

Just tick the box on the order form to 
ensure your plants get the best start in life. 

Order online www.vanmeuwen.com or by phone 0844 557 1850 3
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SPRING DEALS SUMMER ANNUALS FROM ONLY £4.99

£4.99
FROM

£4.99
FROM

1. Begonia F1 ‘Organdy Mixed’
KB7840 £4.99 (24 plugs)

KB7648 £7.99 (36 plugs) 

KB7649 £13.99 (72 plugs) 

73688 £11.99 (15 Garden Ready plants) 

51417 £15.99 (30 Garden Ready plants) 
Colourful blooms contrast beautifully 
with the bronze and green foliage. 
Long flowering well into autumn.
HHA H: 30m (12in). Flowers: Jun-Oct. Position: 
Sun or part shade. Suitable for: Bedding, borders, 
and pots. Delivery: plugs: Mar-Apr, garden ready: 
May-Jun.

 
2. Busy Lizzie ‘Accent Mixed’
KB8010 £4.99 (24 plugs)

KB7650 £8.99 (36 plugs) 

KB7651 £14.99 (72 plugs) 

KA1042 £10.99 (15 Garden Ready plants) 

67462 £15.99 (30 Garden Ready plants) 
A compact bedding variety with a 
magical array of colours in solid 
shades and bicolours. 
HHA H: 25cm (10in). Flowers: Jun-Nov. Position: 
Sun or part shade. Suitable for: Bedding, borders 
and pots. Delivery: plugs: Mar-Apr, garden ready: 
May-Jun.

3. Lobelia ‘Ultra Cascade’
KB8924 £4.99 (12 plugs)

KB7661 £9.99 (36 plugs)

KB7662 £13.99 (72 plugs)

73693 £11.99 (15 Garden Ready plants) 

51423 £15.99 (30 Garden Ready plants) 
The best mix of trailing lobelia, ideal for 
filling out pots and hanging baskets.
HHA Tr: 25cm (10in). Flowers: Jun-Sept. Position: 
Sun/part shade. Suitable for: Bedding, borders, 
baskets and pots. Delivery: plugs: Mar-Apr, garden 
ready: May-Jun.

4. Marigold ‘Durango Improved’ 
KB8925 £4.99 (12 plugs)

KB7663 £9.99 (36 plugs)

KB7664 £14.99 (72 plugs)
A glorious blend of french marigolds, 
perfect for pots or the border. 
HHA H: 25cm (10in). Flowers: Jun-Oct. Position: 
Sun. Suitable for: Bedding, borders, containers. 
Delivery: Mar-Apr.

5. Pansy ‘Frizzle Sizzle Mixed’
KB8921 £4.99 (12 plugs)

KB8599 £8.99 (36 plugs)

KB8390 £14.99 (72 plugs)  
A blend of cheerful, ruffled blooms on 
compact plants all summer long.
HP H: 23cm (9in). Flowers: Jun-Oct. Position: Sun or 
part shade. Suitable for: Borders, bedding and pots. 
Delivery: Mar-Apr.

24 begonia  
only £4.99

4

5

£4.99
FROM

£4.99
FROM

2
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SPECIAL OFFER 5 Petunia ‘Frills & Spills Superstar’ £3.99 worth £12.99, see page 45 for details4
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3. Salvia ‘Blaze Of Fire’
KB8923 £4.99 (12 plugs) 

KB8274 £12.99 (36 plugs)

KB8275 £19.99 (72 plugs) 

KA8794 £12.99 (15 Garden Ready plants) 

57188 £16.99 (30 Garden Ready plants) 
Long flowering, early flowering, compact 
and neat, ideal for bedding and patio.  
HHA H: 30cm (12in). Flowers: Jun-Oct. Position: Sun. 
Suitable for: Borders, bedding and pots. Delivery: 
plugs: Mar-Apr, garden ready: May-Jun.

4. Dianthus ‘Scents of Summer’
KB8557 £6.99 (5 Postiplugs)

KB8558 £11.99 (10 Postiplugs) 

KB8559 £18.99 (20 Postiplugs)  
The perfect blend, with bright colours, 
strong garden performance and 
multi-flowering stems, whilst retaining 
the vintage spicy fragrance of garden 
pinks. A great addition to a garden 
border and container, delightful as cut 
flowers.
HP H: 30cm (12in). Flowers: Jun-Sept. Position: 
Sun. Suitable for: Border, bedding, pots and cottage 
gardens, edible. Delivery: Mar-May.

1. Begonia ‘Illumination Mixed’
KB7641 £5.99 (12 plugs) 

KB7642  £14.99 (36 plugs)

KB7643  £21.99 (72 plugs) 

KB8864 £13.99 (15 Garden Ready plants) 

KB8865 £18.99 (30 Garden Ready plants)  
An outstanding begonia with colourful 
flowers and a true cascading habit.
HHP Tr: 60cm (24in). Flowers Jul-Oct.  
Position: Sun/part shade. Suitable for: Borders, 
baskets and pots. Delivery: plugs: Mar-Apr, garden 
ready: May-Jun.

2. Petunia F1 ‘Orchid-flowered’
KB8182 £4.99 (12 plugs)

KB7672 £8.99 (36 plugs)

KB7673 £14.99 (72 plugs) 

KA8788 £11.99 (15 Garden Ready plants) 

51429 £15.99 (30 Garden Ready plants)  
Exquisite, luxurious double blooms in a 
wide mix of radiant colours. Early and 
long flowering well into autumn.
HHA H: 30cm (12in). Flowers Jun-Oct. Position: Sun/
part shade. Suitable for: Borders, bedding, containers. 
Delivery: plugs: Mar-Apr, garden ready: May-Jun.

5. Petunia  
‘Amore Queen of Hearts’
KB8171 £6.99 (5 Postiplugs)

KB8172 £11.99 (10 Postiplugs)  
Five bright red hearts contrast 
beautifully with the fresh yellow stripes 
on every flower. A great petunia for patio 
pots and hanging baskets. 
HHA Tr: 30cm (12in). Flowers: Jun-Oct. Position: 
Sun. Suitable for: Basket, border, bedding and pots. 
Delivery: Mar-Apr.

6. Rudbeckia ‘All Sorts Mixed’
KB8922 £4.99 (12 plugs)

KB8894 £11.99 (36 plugs) 

KB8895 £16.99 (72 plugs) 

KA8793 £12.99 (15 Garden Ready plants)

57189 £16.99 (30 Garden Ready plants)  
All your favourite rudbeckias in 
one mix. The long-lasting blooms 
make excellent cut flowers from late 
summer onwards.
HHP H: 60cm (24in). Flowers: Jul-Oct. Position: 
Sun/part shade. Suitable for: Border, bedding, 
containers. Delivery: plugs: Mar-Apr, garden ready: 
May-Jun.

7. Phlox ‘Pop Stars Mixed’
KB8235 £4.99 (12 plugs)

KB8237 £12.99 (48 plugs)

KB8616 £19.99 (72 plugs)  
Clusters of colourful, serrated, star 
shaped flowers and marbled colouring 
make each plant a mini work of art. 
Weather tolerant, bushy and compact, 
ideal for the flower beds and the front 
of borders.
HHA H: 25cm (10in). Flowers: Jun-Aug. Position: 
Sun. Suitable for: Border, bedding and pots. 
Delivery: Mar-Apr.

8. Verbena F1 ‘Quartz Mixed’
KB9075 £4.99 (12 plugs)

KB7665 £8.99 (36 plugs) 

KB7666 £15.99 (72 plugs) 

KA8799 £11.99 (15 Garden Ready plants)

51431 £16.99 (30 Garden Ready plants)    
Early flowering in bright colours with 
excellent mildew resistance that will 
guarantee a long lasting display.
HHA H: 25cm (10in). Flowers Jun-Sept. Position: 
Sun. Suitable for: Borders, bedding, and pots. 
Delivery: plugs: Mar-Apr, garden ready: May-Jun.

9. Geranium ‘Best Red’
KB7983 £4.99 (12 plugs) 

KB7654 £9.99 (36 plugs)

KB7655 £14.99 (72 plugs) 

73690 £12.99 (15 Garden Ready plants) 

57179 £17.99 (30 Garden Ready plants)  
These vigorous pelargoniums become 
smothered in large, scarlet flowers all 
summer for a dazzling display in flower 
beds and borders.
HHP H: 45cm (18in). Flowers: June-October.  
Position: Sun or part shade. Suitable for: Basket, 
border, bedding, containers. Delivery: plugs: Mar-
Apr, garden ready: May-Jun.

10. Zinnia ‘Zahara  
Double-flowered Mix’
KB8397 £5.99 (12 plugs) 

KB7678 £11.99 (36 plugs)

KB7679 £16.99 (72 plugs)  
Exceptional summer bedding, thriving 
in both hot dry conditions and wet 
weather. Great for cutting too.
HHA H: 45cm (18in). Flowers: Jun-Sept. Position: 
Sun or part shade. Suitable for: Border, bedding, 
containers.  Delivery: Mar-Apr.

11. Petunia  
‘Pegasus Burgundy Bicolour’
KB8197 £4.99 (5 Postiplugs)

KB8198 £8.99 (10 Postiplugs)  

KB8199 £16.99 (20 Postiplugs)  
This reliable flowering petunia becomes 
smothered with deep red and white 
blooms throughout the summer. 
HHA Tr: 30cm (12in). Flowers: Jun-Oct. Position: 
Sun. Suitable for: Basket, border, bedding and pots. 
Delivery: Mar-Apr.

Garden Ready Postiplugs
Garden Ready plants are an 
even easier way to enjoy summer 
flowers. We do the ‘growing-on’ 
part for you, and then these 
super-size plants are 
despatched at the right time for 
putting straight into the garden, 
in their flowering position. With 
an established root system you’ll 
get a longer, stronger display of 
summer flowers.

Postiplug plants are versatile, 
superb value plants usually 
between 5cm and 9cm tall and 
can be planted straight into 
baskets and other containers.  
If weather conditions are not 
favourable, they can easily be 
grown on in flower pots in a cool, 
frost-free location, before 
aclimatising and planting out 
when risk of frost has passed.

Order your summer  
bedding and basket plants now.  
We offer three size options:

Plug plants represent superb 
value for money. You’ll get them 
earlier in the year, they just need 
growing on in flower pots in a 
cool, frost-free location, before 
aclimatising and planting out 
after all risk of frost. 

ORDER NOW! Popular Summer Annuals

TYPICAL GARDEN READY PLANT TYPICAL POSTIPLUG PLANT

Plugs

TYPICAL PLUG PLANT

32

4

9

SPRING DEALS SUMMER ANNUALS FROM ONLY £4.99

Order online www.vanmeuwen.com or by phone 0844 557 1850 5
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£5.99
FROM

£4.99
FROM

£4.99
FROM

£4.99
FROM

Perfect
for hanging  

baskets
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SPECIAL OFFER 10 Fuchsia ‘Trailing Mixed’ £4.99 worth £14.99, see page 45 for details6
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5. Fuchsia ‘Hawshead’
KB8919 £4.99 (3 Postiplugs)

KB8920 £8.99 (6 Postiplugs)   
A beautiful hardy fuchsia that boasts 
leafy stems and dainty white fl owers 
that hang like lanterns against the dark 
foliage.
HS H: 1.2m (4ft). Flowers: Jun-Sept. Position: Sun/
part shade. Suitable for: Borders and pots. Delivery: 
Mar-Apr.

6. Aquilegia ‘Sunshine’
KB7803 £5.99 (5 Postiplugs)

KB7804 £9.99 (10 Postiplugs)
Fantastic, fully double, pastel yellow 
blooms with very long spurs that 
smother this bushy variety from late 
spring. Also great as a cut fl ower.
HP H: 60cm (24in). Flowers: May-Jun. Position: 
Sun/part shade. Suitable for: Borders, pots, cottage 
garden and cutting. Delivery: Mar-Apr.

7. Tomato ‘Gardeners Delight’
KB8368 £4.99 (3 Postiplugs)

KB8369 £8.99 (6 Postiplugs)  
This cordon variety of has long been a 
favourite for its trusses of particularly 
fl avoursome, bite-sized cherry tomatoes. 
Ideal for salads and sandwiches. 
HHA H: 2m (6ft). Harvest: Jul-Oct. Position: Sun. 
Suitable for: Kitchen garden, pots and greenhouse. 
Delivery: Mar-Apr.

8. Dahlia ‘Labella® Grande 
Orange Bicolour’
KB3722 £5.99 (1 jumbo plug)

KB7886 £9.99 (3 jumbo plugs)

KB7887 £14.99 (6 jumbo plugs)  
Bushy, well branched plants produce 
an explosion of late summer fl owers 
in borders and planters, these large 
orange fl owers are ideal for cutting.
HHP H: 60cm (24in). Flowers: Jul-Oct. 
Position: Sun/part shade. Suitable for: Borders, pots 
and cutting. Delivery: Mar-Apr.

9. Freesia ‘Mixed’
10512 £6.99 (25 bulbs)

51681 £9.99 (50 bulbs)

51682 £14.99 (100 bulbs)
This mix of strong, solid, fl ower colours 
makes vibrant container displays on 
a sunny patio, where their delightful 
perfume can be appreciated. Ideal for 
adding to an indoor bouquet.
HBb H: 35cm (14in). Flowers: Jun-Aug. Position: 
Sun. Suitable for: Border, pots and cutting. Delivery: 
Jan-Mar.

10. Cerinthe major 
purpurescens
KB7870 £4.99 (3 Postiplugs)

KB7871 £8.99 (6 Postiplugs)
This unusual annual bears rounded, 
blue-green leaves and masses of 
nodding, purple fl owers, surrounded 
by blue-purple bracts from late spring, 
which the bees adore.
HA H: 60cm (24in). Flowers: May-Aug. Position: Sun. 
Suitable for: Borders, pots, cottage and wildlife 
gardens. Delivery: Mar-Apr.

11. Strawberry ‘Elsanta’
KB8918 £4.99 (5 bare roots)

KB8949 £8.99 (10 bare roots)

KB8950 £14.99 (20 bare roots)  
Aromatic, glossy fruits with an 
outstanding fl avour. Exceptionally tasty 
either eaten fresh or when used in 
desserts and jams. Can be grown in 
patio pots or straight into the garden.
HP Tr: 45cm (18in). Harvest: Jun-Jul. 
Position: Sun. Suitable for: Kitchen garden, pots and 
border. Delivery: Jan-Mar.

1. Begonia ‘Apricot Shades’
12542 £7.99 (5 bulbs)

12541 £12.99 (10 bulbs)

KA9275 £19.99 (20 bulbs)
Large, double blooms cascade from 
trailing stems in an impressive display 
of yellow and orange. Blooming 
constantly until the fi rst frosts.
HHA Tr. 45cm (18in). Flowers Jul-Oct. Position: 
Sun/part shade. Suitable for: Baskets and pots. 
Delivery: Jan-Mar. 

3. Crocosmia ‘Spitfi re’
KA8843 £5.99 (5 bulbs)

KA9001 £9.99 (10 bulbs)
Slender stems rise above the foliage 
tipped with sprays of fi ery orange 
blooms that are fl ushed with gold. A 
fabulous choice for exotic borders, 
or adding to a hot colour-themed 
herbaceous border.
HBb H: 1m (3ft). Flowers: Jul-Sept 
Position: Sun/part shade. Suitable for: Borders, pots, 
cottage gardens and cutting. Delivery: Jan-Mar

4. Dahlia ‘Mambo’
KA8851 £5.99 (1 tuber)

KA8972 £9.99 (3 tubers)

KA9271 £16.99 (6 tubers) 
Vibrant mauve-pink, double blooms 
with gold-tipped petals are borne on 
bushy plants throughout summer. This 
‘anemone’ fl owered dahlia is perfect for 
adding its exotic blooms to borders and 
cut fl ower displays.
HHP H: 90cm (36in). Flowers: Jul-Oct 
Position: Sun. Suitable for: Borders, pots, cottage 
gardens and cutting. Delivery: Jan-Mar.

2. Delphinium 
‘Pacifi c Giants Mixed’
KB7894 £5.99 (5 Postiplugs)

KB7895 £9.99 (10 Postiplugs)
Famous and reliable delphiniums that 
will produce strong spikes of mainly 
semi-double blooms in a wide colour 
range on sturdy stems. Ideal for the 
back of garden borders.
HP H: 1.5m (5ft). Flowers: Jun-Jul, Sept 
Position: Sun. Suitable for: Borders, pots, cottage 
gardens and cutting. Delivery: plugs: Mar-Apr.

12. Fuchsia ‘Giant Marbled’
KB8464 £4.99 (5 Postiplugs)

KB8900 £8.99 (10 Postiplugs) 

KB8465 £17.99 (20 Postiplugs)  
These delightful trailing fuchsias 
guarantee a marvellous display all 
summer with their large, marbled, 
bicolour fl owers, perfect for hanging 
baskets and tall planters. 
HHP Tr: 45cm (18in). Flowers: Jun-Sept.
Position: Sun/part shade. Suitable for: Baskets, 
borders and pots. Delivery: Mar-May.

ORDER NOW! Popular Summer Plants

£4.99£4.99
FROM

£4.99£4.99
FROM

£4.99£4.99
FROM

7

6
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SPRING DEALS SUMMER PLANTS FROM ONLY £4.99

 Order online www.vanmeuwen.com or by phone 0844 557 1850 7

£11.97£11.97
SAVE**

BUY 20

Giant marbled 

fuchsias from £4.99

£4.99£4.99
FROM

£5.99£5.99
FROM

£5.99£5.99
FROM

Garden Grow 
Hanging Basket 
& Liner
82054 £12.99 
(1 basket)
KA7310 £19.99 
(2 baskets)
This hanging basket planter is perfect 
for any trailing plant to add a touch 
of variety to your garden. Made with a 
durable metal frame and comes with 
three chains, hook and coco husk liner.



Order online www.vanmeuwen.com or by phone 0844 557 18508 9

 Summer Baskets 

Garden Ready

We despatch these tough, 
super-size plants at the 
perfect time for planting out, 
usually before blooms form, 
so all their energy has gone 
into producing a strong root 
system. This helps them 
establish quicker for better 
root growth and then a longer, 
stronger display of flowers.

Delivery: May-June

 Summer Baskets 

incredifeed  
Hanging Basket & Tub Drip Feeder
KB3685 £6 (6 x 30ml)
KB7528 £10 (10 x 30ml)
Simply snip off the end of the tube, 
and push the cut end into the soil. 
The drip feeder will release a steady 
supply of plant nutrients that lasts for 
up to 30 days.

Plug Plants

With our exclusive cartridge 
plug system®PAP, each young 
plant has an extra-strong 
root system for the best of 
starts. The new, open sided 
cartridge causes root tips to 
dehydrate. This is known as 
‘air-pruning’ which 
encourages the growth of 
new, lateral fibrous roots.

Delivery: March - Apr

1. Bacopa ‘Topia’ Duo
1a. Bacopa ‘Blutopia’
KB7632 £8.99 (24 plugs)

KB7633 £14.99 (48 plugs)

1a. Bacopa ‘Snowtopia’
KB7634 £8.99 (24 plugs)

KB7635 £14.99 (48 plugs)
Valuable filler plants for hanging 
baskets and containers.
HHA. Tr. 15cm (6in). Flowers: Jun-Oct. Sun/Part 
shade. Baskets and pots.

2. Begonia ‘Funky Pink’
KA3821 £16.99 (15 garden ready)

KA8766 £26.99 (30 garden ready)

KB7638 £9.99 (12 plugs)

KB7640 £26.99 (48 plugs)
Masses of unusually- shaped, large, 
double flowers in a salmon pink with 
flecks of gold and striking orange centres. 
HHA. H: Tr. 50cm (20in). Flowers: Jun-Oct. Position: 
Sun/Part shade. Suitable for: Baskets and pots.

Garden Grow Hanging Basket & 
Liner
82054 £12.99 (1 basket)
KA7310 £19.99 (2 baskets)
KA7312 £29.99 (4 baskets)
Made with a durable metal frame and 
filled with a high-quality coco husk 
liner.

BloomAround Hanging Basket
KA4045 £8.99 (1 basket)
KA1552 £14.99 (2 baskets)
KA1554 £24.99 (4 baskets)
Now even easier to plant up, and 
with its planting ‘gates’ nearer 
the top rim, this well-designed, 
innovative hanging basket creates 
a much fuller and more rounded 
floral display than traditional 
baskets once planted up. 
Diameter: 30cm

Garden Grow Hanging Basket Wall 
Bracket
81740 £5.99 (1 bracket)
KB0128 £8.99 (2 brackets)
KB0129 £14.99 (4 brackets)
Add this sturdy wall bracket to your 
order when you buy your BloomAround 
basket. Fix it to a solid wall with the 
enclosed fixings.

9. Begonia  
'Apricot Shades Improved'
KA9686 £12.99 (15 garden ready)

KA9687 £17.99 (30 garden ready)

KB7674 £9.99 (24 plugs)

KB7676 £19.99 (72 plugs)
Begonia ‘Apricot Shades Improved’ 
delivers an abundance of flower 
power that will brighten your garden 
from July to October. The large, 
double blooms cascade from trailing 
stems in an impressive display. 
HHA. H: 30cm (12in). Flowers: Jul-Oct. Position: 
Sun/Part shade. Suitable for: Baskets and pots.

10. Verbena ‘Union Jack’
KA8800 £11.99 (15 garden ready)

69413 £16.99 (30 garden ready)
The colours of Verbena ‘Union Jack’ 
mix are perfect for bringing a patriotic 
theme to your garden this summer!
HP. H: 25cm (10in). Flowers: Jun-Oct. Position: Full 
sun. Suitable for: Baskets and pots.

3. Begonia F1 'Lotto Mixed'
KA1004 £11.99 (15 garden ready)

57167 £15.99 (30 garden ready)

KB7636 £8.99 (36 plugs)

KB7637 £16.99 (72 plugs)
An exceptionally large flowered 
variety. Begonia ‘Lotto’ Mixed plants 
produce neat blooms with yellow 
centres in a sumptuous mix of 
colours. 
HHA. H: 30cm (12in). Flowers: Jul-Oct. Position: 
Sun/Part shade. Suitable for: Baskets and pots.

4. Busy Lizzie ‘Beacon’
KB2987 £12.99 (15 garden ready)

KB2988 £16.99 (30 garden ready)

KB8013 £5.99 (12 plugs)

KB8014 £9.99 (36 plugs)
From the latest breeding in disease-
free Impatiens. Lasting colour that 
you can rely upon. 
HHA. H: 45cm (18in). Flowers: Jun-Oct. Position: 
Sun/Part shade. Suitable for: Baskets and pots.

5. Lobelia 'Monsoon'
KA3823 £11.99 (15 garden ready)

57182 £15.99 (30 garden ready)

KB7659 £9.99 (36 plugs)

KB7660 £13.99 (72 plugs)
Masses of dazzling blue flowers 
sparkle against a backdrop of green 
foliage that takes on shades of bronze 
as the plants mature. 
HHA. H: 15cm (6in). Flowers: Jun-Sept. Position: 
Sun/Part shade. Suitable for: Baskets and pots.

6. Minitunia ‘Kabloom Mixed’
KB8901 £14.99 (15 garden ready)

KB8902 £19.99 (30 garden ready)

KB7667 £10.99 (24 plugs)

KB7668 £19.99 (48 plugs)
Bring a kaleidoscope of lasting colour 
to the garden this summer. Tolerant to 
summer showers and performing well 
in both sun and shade.
HHA. H: 20cm (8in). Flowers: Jun-Oct. Position: Full 
sun. Suitable for: Baskets and pots.

7. Petunia  
'Easy Wave Ultimate Mixed'
KA8789 £13.99 (15 garden ready)

67463 £18.99 (30 garden ready)

KB7669 £9.99 (24 plugs)

KB7671 £21.99 (72 plugs)
Eighteen different colours; ranging 
from solid colours to stripes and 
picotees! We doubt you’ll find a more 
useful mix of Petunia plants.
HHA. H: 60cm (24in). Flowers: Jun-Oct. Position: 
Full sun. Suitable for: Baskets and pots.

8. NEW Petunia ‘Purple Tie Dye’
KB8614 £11.99 (24 plugs)

KB8615 £17.99 (48 plugs)
Stunning bicolour blooms in 
combinations of striking purple-blue 
and white. Every flower is unique. 
Neat mounding habit, ideal for 
baskets and containers.
HHA. 30cm (12in). Flowers: Jun-Oct. Sun/part 
shade. Baskets and pots.

New

1a

1b

2 4

3 5

6 7
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SPECIAL OFFER 72 Busy Lizzie ‘Accent Mixed’ ONLY £5.99*, worth £14.99 - see page 45 for details

Garden Ready Basket 
Collection 

KB8747 £64.96 £49.99 (120 
garden ready plants, 30 each of 3, 
7, 9 and Lobelia ‘Ultra Cascade (p3) 
SAVE £14.97

Bacopa ‘Topia’ Duo

KB7631 £8.99 (24 plugs, 
12 each of 1a & 1b)

£5.99
FROM

£5.99
SAVE*

BUY 72

£7.98
SAVE*

BUY 72

£9.98
SAVE*

BUY 72

Delivery: May-June (garden ready) 
Mar-Apr (plugs)
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 Summer Containers Delivery: May-June (garden ready) 
Mar-Apr (plugs)  Summer Containers

Balcony Planter
KA9591 £12.99 (1 x white planter)
KB0063 £29.99 (3 x white planter)
When space is at a premium, this 
sturdy planter is the easy way to add 
greenery to your garden. Designed 
with built in hangers, they are easy to 
install on balconies, garden railings, 
fences and handrails. L 60cm x W 
29cm x H 28.2cm.

7

1. Geranium F1 ‘Jackpot’
73691 £12.99 (15 garden ready)

51419 £25.98 £16.99  
(30 garden ready) SAVE* £8.99
KB7657 £9.99 (36 plugs)

KB7658 £14.99 (72 plugs)
Masses of colourful single blooms 
on neat compact plants. Perfect 
for filling beds, borders and patio 
containers. 
HHP. H: 40cm (16in). Flowers: Jun-Oct. Position: 
Sun/Part shade. Suitable for: Beds, borders and pots. 

2. Dahlia ‘Figaro Mix’
KA8772 £12.99 (15 garden ready)

57173 £14.99 (30 garden ready)
Create a blaze of summer colour with 
this mixture of classic, dwarf bedding 
dahlias. The dazzling double and 
semi-double blooms of Dahlia ‘Figaro’ 
Mixed are produced on fast growing 
plants with a compact, bushy habit.  
HHA. H: 30cm (12in). Flowers: Jul-Oct. Position: 
Full sun. Suitable for: Beds, borders and pots.

3. Geranium  
‘Horizon F1 Appleblossom’
KA8779 £13.99 (15 garden ready)

KA8780 £19.99 (30 garden ready)
These well branched plants, boast 
neat foliage and large, uniform 
flowers. The short, sturdy flower 
stems are topped with pale pink, 
weather resistant blooms, carried 
above the rich green foliage. Superb 
hybrid vigour ensures a long lasting, 
colourful display
HHP. H: 40cm (16in). Flowers: Jun-Oct. Position: 
Full sun. Suitable for: Beds, borders and pots.

4. Petunia F1 ‘Frenzy Mixed’
73694 £12.99 (15 garden ready)

51421 £25.98 £16.99  
(30 garden ready) SAVE* £8.99
KB8192 £9.99 (36 plugs)

KB8193 £16.99 (72 plugs)
Our best-selling Petunia ‘Frenzy 
Mixed’ contains fantastic blend of 20 
over different types of petunia flowers. 
The weather resistant blooms are 
always dazzling come rain or shine. 
Perfect for filling beds, containers, 
baskets and window boxes with a 
sensational, long lasting display.
HHA. H: 25cm (10in). Flowers: Jun-Sept. Position: 
Full sun. Suitable for: Beds, borders and pots.

5. Begonia  
‘Non-Stop Citrus Mix’
KA8768 £12.99 (15 garden ready)

58674 £16.99 (30 garden ready)
Blooms continuously in a refreshing 
blend of bright citrus colours. With 
weather resistant blooms, these long 
lasting tuberous begonias will keep 
flowering well into autumn.
HHP. H: 30cm (12in). Flowers: Jul-Oct. Position: 
Sun/part shade. Suitable for: Baskets and pots.

6. NEW Begonia ‘Non-Stop Fire’
KB8903 £14.99 (15 garden ready)

KB8904 £19.99 (30 garden ready)

KB8575 £12.99 (36 plugs)

KB8576 £19.99 (72 plugs)
A brand new addition to the ‘non-stop’ 
family. Giant flowers reaching 10cm 
(4in) across. Stunning two tone bright 
orange flowers with red picotee 
edges.
HHA. 30cm (12in). Flowers: Jul-Oct. Sun/part 
shade. Baskets and pots.

7. Begonia ‘Non-Stop Mixed’
73687 £12.99 (15 garden ready)

57168 £17.99 (30 garden ready)

KB7644 £12.99 (36 plugs)

KB7645 £19.99 (72 plugs)
The fully double flowers of Begonia 
‘Non-Stop Mixed’ come in a 
boisterous range of shades, that 
jostle for attention containers, beds 
and borders. With weather resistant 
blooms, these long lasting tuberous 
begonias will keep flowering well into 
autumn.
HHP. H: 30cm (12in). Flowers: Jul-Oct. Position: 
Sun/part shade. Suitable for: Baskets and pots.

8. Begonia ‘Non-Stop Mocca’
8a. ‘Bright Orange’
KB7836 £12.99 (36 plugs)

KB7837 £19.99 (72 plugs)

8a. ‘White’
KA8706 £14.99 (15 garden ready)

KA8770 £19.99 (30 garden ready)

8a. ‘Mixed’
KA1005 £12.99 (15 garden ready)

KA8769 £17.99 (30 garden ready)

KB7646 £12.99 (36 plugs)

KB7647 £19.99 (72 plugs)
Begonia ‘Non-Stop Mocca’, as the 
name suggests, is one of the best 
begonias for continuous summer 
flowering. A distinctive plant for 
vibrant displays in beds, containers, 
baskets and window boxes.
HHP. H: 30cm (12in). Flowers: Jul-Oct. Position: 
Sun/part shade. Suitable for: Baskets and pots.

SPECIAL OFFER 3 Clematis ‘Trio’ ONLY £5.99*, worth £14.99 - see page 45 for details

Garden Ready Container 
Collection 

KB8746 £66.96 £49.99 (120 
garden ready plants, 30 each of 
1, 4, Busy Lizzie ‘Accent’ (p2) and 
Verbena ‘Quartz’ (p5) SAVE £16.97

Patio Pot & Saucer
Black and Gold 
82449 £12.99 (1 pot + saucer)
59095 £19.99 (2 pots + saucers)
Modern Grey 
KA6953 £12.99 (1 pot + saucer)
KB5942 £19.99 (2 pots + saucers)
A durable planter with punchable 
drainage holes in the base. 24 litres. 
Diameter: 39cm

Dark Grey Sabina Planter 
KA9944 £8.99 (1 pot)
KB0967 £14.99 (3 pots)
KB3853 £19.99 (5 pots)
Stylish and versatile. Sturdy and 
robust construction. Diameter: 32cm

Wooden Barrell Effect Planter  
& Saucer
KA8437 £14.99 (1 pot + saucer)
KB0556 £24.99 (2 pots + saucers)
Traditional wooden-barrel design.
Lightweight and easy to move. 
Diameter: 40cm

incredipeatfree
KB3493 £14.99 
(70 litres + 210g 
incredibloom®)
All the benefits 
of our acclaimed 
incredicompost® 
in a peat free mix! 
Promotes strong 
root growth. 
Supports healthy 
flowers and 
foliage.

New

  Absolutely thrilled with 
these. They arrived beautifully packaged and provided a 
wonderful display. I would 
definitely order them again.
Trusted customer

“ “ 

6

5

8a 8b

2

  Small healthy plants  
which have flowered well  
in containers.
Trusted customer

“ “ 

8c

3

1

4

£8.99
SAVE*

BUY 30

£8.99
SAVE*

BUY 30

£5.99
SAVE*

BUY 72

£5.99
SAVE*

BUY 72
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 Summer Containers 

Tall Urn Planter
KB2138 £19.99 (1 planter)
KB3174 £34.99 (2 planters)
This elegant tall urn will certainly 
add a touch of class to your patio.
It’s slender, upright design makes 
it perfect for positioning next to a 
doorway. Easy to move about the 
garden. Height 50cm

Delivery: May-June (garden ready) 
Mar-Apr (plugs)  Summer Containers

1. NEW Rudbeckia ‘Cappuccino’
KB9001 £13.99 (15 garden ready)

KB9002 £18.99 (30 garden ready)
Voted People’s Choice at RHS 
trials 2020. Coneflowers with deep 
mahogany centres and petals that 
gradually become a rich golden yellow 
at the tips.
HHA. H: 60cm (24in). Flowers: Jun-Oct. Position: 
Full sun. Suitable for: Borders and pots.

2. Begonia  
‘Bossa Nova Nightfever’
KA8763 £16.99 (15 garden ready)

KA8764 £26.99 (30 garden ready)
Dark, grey-green foliage and burnt 
orange blooms make a dramatic 
contrast. Cascading stems, free 
flowering habit, and glowing, 
weatherproof flowers. 
HHP. H: 45cm (18in). Flowers: Jul-Oct. Position: Sun/Part 
shade. Suitable for: Baskets, pots and window boxes. 

incredicompost®
58600 £9.99  
(25 litres + 100g incredibloom®)
56335 £14.99  
(70 litres + 210g incredibloom®)
The benefits of a vegan-friendly, 
professional grade compost and the 
amazing plant-boosting qualities of 
incredibloom®. 

incredibloom® fertiliser
47551 £6.99 (100g)
47552 £12.99 (750g)
A complete plant  
fertiliser that  
guarantees that 
your plants will  
be fed the correct  
nutrients as  
they need them.

3. NEW Begonia  
‘Groovy Mellow Yellow‘
KB7722 £18.99 (15 garden ready)

KB7721 £29.99 (30 garden ready)
Totally new for 2021. Mounded, 
semi-trailing variety. Hundreds of 
vibrant yellow flowers are perfect for 
brightening up any garden. 
HHA. H: 30cm (12in). Flowers: Jun-Oct. Position: 
Sun/part shade. Suitable for: Baskets and pots.

4. Pansy ‘Summertime Mix’
KA8787 £12.99 (15 garden ready)

69424 £16.99 (30 garden ready)
For a bright and cheerful mix of 
summer colour, look no further 
than this Pansy Summertime Mix. A 
mixture of wonderful summertime 
colours that will fill your beds and 
borders with interest. 
HP. H: 23cm (9in). Flowers: Jul-Nov. Position: Sun/
part shade. Suitable for: Beds, borders and pots.

5. Cosmos  
‘Cupcakes and Saucers’
KA8771 £11.99 (15 garden ready)

78734 £16.99 (30 garden ready)
From the daisy like blooms of 
traditional Cosmos to the unique, 
fused petals of Cosmos ‘Cupcakes’, 
and everything in between! 
HHA. H: 1.2m (4ft). Flowers: Jun-Oct. Position: Full 
sun. Suitable for: Beds, borders, cutting and pots.

6. Lewisia ‘Elise Mixed’
KB8051 £8.99 (12 plugs)

KB8052 £14.99 (24 plugs)

KB8053 £22.99 (48 plugs)
Masses of starry flowers in a range 
of fruity colours, including stripes and 
picotees adorn slender stems above neat 
rosettes of fleshy leaves. First lewisia to 
repeat flower throughout summer.
HP. H: 25cm (10in). Flowers: May-Sept. Position: 
Full sun. Suitable for: Beds, borders and pots.

1

2 3

4

5 6

7. Gazania ‘Red Shades’
KB2991 £14.99 (15 garden ready)

KB2992 £18.99 (30 garden ready)

KB7949 £10.99 (36 plugs)

KB7950 £16.99 (72 plugs)
The glowing blooms of Gazania ‘Red 
Shades’ will stay open even on dull and 
cloudy days making them perfect for our 
unpredictable British summers.
HHA. H: 25cm (10in). Flowers: Jun-Sept. Position: 
Full sun. Suitable for: Beds, borders and pots.

8. Marigold ‘Strawberry Blonde’
KA1046 £11.99 (15 garden ready)

70823 £16.99 (30 garden ready)
French Marigold with flowers in totally 
unique russet tones; bringing pink 
shades to the marigold colour palette 
for the very first time. High weather 
tolerance.
HHA. H: 25cm (10in). Flowers: Jun-Oct. Position: Full 
sun. Suitable for: Beds, baskets and pots.

9. NEW Rudbeckia ‘Amarillo Gold’
KB7724 £14.99 (15 garden ready)

KB7723 £21.99 (30 garden ready)
A splendid display of golden blooms 
that bring a radiant glow to the 
garden from summer to early 
autumn. This exciting new variety 
is bursting with colour, producing 
exceptionally large flowers on short, 
sturdy stems.
HP. H: 45cm (18in). Flowers: Jun-Oct. Position: Sun/
part shade. Suitable for: Beds, borders and pots.

10. NEW Begonia ‘Mega-Watt’
KB8573 £12.99 (24 plugs)

KB8574 £19.99 (48 plugs)
Giant eye-catching, pink & red double 
blooms. Bright blooms stand out against 
the dark bronze green foliage. Excellent 
performance in all weather. Flowers 
non-stop right until the first frosts. 
HHA. H: 28cm (11in). Flowers: Jun-Sept. Position: 
Sun/part shade. Suitable for: Beds, baskets and pots.

11. Salvia ‘Salvatore Blue’
KB8888 £9.99 (24 plugs)

KB8889 £17.99 (48 plugs)
Long spikes of deep purple-blue 
flowers create a striking statement 
in containers or flower beds. Adds 
height to borders while remaining 
compact. Flowers in abundance 
throughout summer.
HHA. H: 25-30cm (10-12in). Flowers: Jun-Aug. Position: 
Sun/part shade. Suitable for: Beds, borders and pots.

12. Sweet William ‘Mixed’
KB8293 £9.99 (24 plugs)

KB8294 £14.99 (48 plugs)
Clusters of flowers in shades of white, 
pink and mauve are produced in summer 
on stiff upright stems. The fragrant 
blooms of Sweet William ‘Mixed’ are 
particularly attractive to bees and make 
a superb cut flower for a vase indoors.
HP. H: 60cm (24in). Flowers: May-Jul. Position: Full 
sun. Suitable for: Beds, borders and pots.

7

8
9
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  Arrived in perfect condition. Pansies are such good value for adding cheerful colour for a long season.
Trusted customer

“ “ 

       vanmeuwengardens      |            vanmeuwen      |               van.meuwen      |      https://blog.vanmeuwen.com

New

New New

New
£8.99
SAVE*

BUY 30

£8.99
SAVE*

BUY 30

£12.97
SAVE*

BUY 48

£10.99
SAVE*

BUY 30

£7.99
SAVE*

BUY 48

£4.99
SAVE*

BUY 48
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 Summer Bedding  Summer Bedding

Garden Gear Garden Kneeler 
and Seat
G0999 £23.99
Make your gardening experience 
easier by using this 2-in-1 folding 
garden kneeler and seat by Garden 
Gear. Say goodbye to those sore 
knees and bad backs and allow 
this handy kneeler to make your 
life easier by letting you get back 
to enjoying the things you love. 

Garden Essentials 
Copper Labels
75888 £3.49  
(10 labels)
Stylish copper 
11.7cm labels for 
more of a rustic 
look.

incredipeatfree
KB3493 £14.99  
(70 litres + 210g incredibloom®)
Now you can enjoy all the benefits of 
our acclaimed incredicompost® in a 
peat free mix! This premium peat-
free compost blends highest quality 
wood fibre with a wetting agent. 

1. Busy Lizzie  
‘New Guinea Divine Mixed’
73692 £12.99 (15 garden ready)

47481 £17.99 (30 garden ready)

KB7652 £11.99 (36 plugs)

KB7653 £16.99 (72 plugs)
Cut the risk of disease with this robust, 
downy mildew resistant New Guinea 
Impatiens. Busy Lizzie ‘Divine’ flowers 
endlessly, in a wonderful bright colour 
mix, from June to November on strong, 
spreading plants.
HHA. H: 30cm (12in). Flowers: Jun-Oct. Position: Sun/
part shade. Suitable for: Beds, borders and pots.

2. Cosmos ‘Xsenia’
KB3837 £13.99 (15 garden ready)

KB3838 £18.99 (30 garden ready)
Vibrant daisy blooms above a mist of 
delicate, airy foliage. The cerise pink 
petals are flushed with apricot, which 
deepens as the bloom ages, creating a 
lovely blush effect.
HHA. H: 60cm (24in). Flowers: Jun-Oct. Position: Full 
sun. Suitable for: Beds, baskets and pots.

3. Gazania ‘Tiger Stripes Mixed’
73689 £12.99 (15 garden ready)

51425 £16.99 (30 garden ready)

KB7680 £9.99 (36 plugs)

KB7681 £14.99 (72 plugs)
Wide daisy-like blooms sport a 
contrasting stripe on every petal for a 
cheerful display. These undemanding 
and free-flowering bedding plants 
tolerate drought or windy coastal 
sites with ease.
HHA. H: 20cm (8in). Flowers: Jun-Oct. Position: Full 
sun. Suitable for: Beds, coastal gardens and pots.

4. Marigold ‘Zenith’
KA8783 £9.99 (15 garden ready)

51427 £14.99 (30 garden ready)
An Afro-French hybrid, Marigold 
‘Zenith Mixed’ produces crested, 
carnation-like flowers in a mixture 
of colours including reds, oranges, 
yellows and bicolour shades.
HHA. H: 35cm (14in). Flowers: Jul-Oct. Position: Full 
sun. Suitable for: Beds, baskets and pots.

5. Nicotiana F1 ‘Eau de Cologne’
KA8786 £11.99 (15 garden ready)

57185 £15.99 (30 garden ready)

KB8083 £9.99 (36 plugs)

KB8084 £14.99 (72 plugs)
The upright flower stems of Nicotiana 
‘Eau de Cologne’ are guaranteed to 
lend a sparkle to your borders and 
their evening fragrance only adds to 
their irresistible charm.
HHA. H: 50cm (20in). Flowers: Jul-Sept. Position: 
Sun/part shade. Suitable for: Beds and borders.

6. Antirrhinum ‘Mini Butterflies‘
KB0151 £12.99 (15 garden ready)

KB0152 £16.99 (30 garden ready)
This dwarf Snapdragon retains the 
double azalea like blooms of it larger 
relation, but has a delightfully neat 
habit too. With its vibrant colours 
and reduced size, Antirrhinum ‘Mini 
Butterflies Mixed’ is perfect for edging 
beds and borders. 
HHA. H: 23cm (10in). Flowers: Jun-Sept. Position: 
Full sun. Suitable for: Beds, borders and pots.

7. Laurentia ‘Indigo Stars’
KB8892 £11.99 (24 plugs)

KB8893 £18.99 (48 plugs)
A constellation of starry indigo blooms 
sits above the airy linear foliage of 
this neat, compact variety. The gently 
scented flowers of ‘Indigo Stars’ 
flower over a particularly long period.
HHA. H: 30cm (12in). Flowers: Jun-Oct. Position: 
Full sun. Suitable for: Beds, borders and pots.

8. Marigold ‘French Vanilla’
KA8782 £13.99 (15 garden ready)

57183 £17.99 (30 garden ready)
Marigold ‘French Vanilla’ is a triumph 
in plant breeding, producing masses 
of large blooms up to 7.5cm (3in) 
across that are absolutely pure in 
colour. Better still, it has less of the 
pungent marigold smell than its 
cousins.
HHA. H: 45cm (18in). Flowers: Jun-Oct. Position: 
Full sun. Suitable for: Beds and pots.

9. Cosmos ‘Capriola’
KB2993 £12.99 (15 garden ready)

KB2994 £17.99 (30 garden ready)
You won’t be able to resist this showy 
Cosmos in your summer borders. 
Cosmos ‘Capriola’ carries plenty of 
bright, two-tone flowers, which are 
produced on branching plants all 
summer long.
HHA. H: 70cm (27in). Flowers: Jul-Oct. Position: Full 
sun. Suitable for: Beds, borders and pots.

10. Zinnia  
‘Zahara Single Flowered Mix’
KA8801 £11.99 (15 garden ready)

67468 £16.99 (30 garden ready)
This compact selection has been 
made with UK gardeners and UK 
weather in mind. Exceptional garden 
performance and mildew resistance 
means Zinnia ‘Zahara Single-
Flowered Mixed’ will thrive in hot dry 
conditions as well as wet summer 
weather, making them ideal for our 
temperamental climate.
HHA. H: 45cm (18in). Flowers: Jun-Oct. Position: 
Full sun. Suitable for: Beds and pots.

Garden 
Essentials 
Plastic T Labels
75841 £2.99  
(10 labels)
Durable, plastic 
12.5cm labels for 
packet display. 

Garden Grow Fibre Grow Pots
81741 £8.99 (48 pots)
KB3144 £14.99 (96 pots)
KB3145 £22.99 (192 pots)
A great alternative to plastic pots, 
these naturally biodegradable 
fibre pots are the perfect size for 
planting seeds or cuttings

Garden Snips
13015 £5.99  
(1 pair of snips)
Perfect for  
harvesting  
bumper bunches  
of your own cut  
flowers, taking  
cuttings or for neat dead-heading 
of your summer flowers.

Garden Ready Bedding 
Collection

KB8748 £65.96 £49.99  
(120 garden ready plants, 30 each 
of 1, 3, 4 & 5)
SAVE £15.97
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  Very attractive flowers, 
strong plants, easy to please and grow.
Trusted customer

“ “ 

5 Petunia ‘Frills & Spills Superstar’ ONLY £3.99* with every order, worth £12.99 - see page 45 for details

£4.99
SAVE*

BUY 72

£9.99
FROM

£8.99
SAVE*

BUY 30

£9.99
SAVE*

BUY 30

£6.99
SAVE*

BUY 30

Delivery: May-June (garden ready) 
Mar-Apr (plugs)
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1. Everlasting Perennials
1a. Aquilegia ‘McKana Hybrids’ 
KB3510 £7.99 (3 bare roots) 

1b. Echinacea purpurea 
KB3513 £7.99 ((3 bare roots) 

1c. Eryngium Planum 
KB3512 £7.99 (3 bare roots) 

1d. Crocosmia 
KB3506 £7.99 (3 bare roots) 

1e. Convallaria majalis 
KB3511 £7.99 (3 bare roots) 

1f. Echinops ritro 
KB3514 £7.99 (3 bare roots) 

1g. Gypsophila Rosea 
KB3508 £7.99 (3 bare roots) 

1h. Lupin ‘Russell Hybrids’ 
KB3509 £7.99 (3 bare roots)

1i. Hollyhock  
‘Chater’s Double Mix’ 
KB3505 £7.99 (3 bare roots)

1j. Physalis ‘Chinese Lantern’ 
KB3507 £7.99 (3 bare roots) 
Beautiful garden favourites, specially 
selected to flower in succession from 
late spring until autumn. 
HP Flowers: May-Oct. Position: Sun or part 
shade. Suitable for: Borders, containers.  
Delivery: Jan-Mar.

1c

1b 1g

Everlasting  
Perennial Collection

KB8872 £79.90 £19.99  
(Pack of 30, 3 of each variety 
1a-1j) SAVE £59.91

7. Dahlia Cornel ‘Duo’
7a. Dahlia ‘Cornel’  
KB3279 £6.99 (1 tuber) 

KB3280 £11.99 (3 tubers) 

KB3281 £18.99 (6 tubers) 

7b. Dahlia ‘Cornel Brons’  
KB3282 £6.99 (1 tuber) 

KB3283 £11.99 (3 tubers) 

KB3284 £18.99 (6 tubers)  
A magnificent duo of Ball Dahlias 
which boast rounded flowers on bushy, 
compact plants, ideal for borders and 
patio containers.
HBb H: 90cm (36in). Flowers: Jul-Oct. Position: 
Sun. Suitable for: Borders, containers and cutting. 
Delivery: Jan-Mar.

8. Veronica ‘Pink Harmony’
KA0219 £9.99 (1 bare root) 

KA0220 £19.99 (3 bare roots)  
A striking architectural plant producing 
erect flower spikes of pink flowers 
above silvery-green foliage. A great 
plant for borders.
HP H: 30cm (12in). Flowers: Jun-Sept. Position: Sun/
part shade. Suitable for: Borders, containers and 
cutting. Delivery: Jan-Mar.

9. Alstroemeria ‘Garden Hybrids’
15977 £9.99 (6 bare roots) 

KB1835 £19.99 (18 bare roots)  
Fill your home with freshly cut flowers 
picked from your own garden! These 
hardy perennials add a bright splash of 
late summer colour to your garden.
HP H: 75cm (30in). Flowers: Jun-Oct. Position: Sun/
part shade. Suitable for: Borders, containers and 
cutting. Delivery: Jan-Mar.

10. Lily ‘Dazzler’
44671 £8.99 (3 bulbs) 

KB3150 £10.99 (6 bulbs)  

KB3151 £19.99 (24 bulbs) 
These fantastic lily bulbs each produce 
up to 10 exquisite blooms above glossy 
green foliage that knits together to 
create a seamless carpet of colour in 
borders.
HBb Bulb size 12/14cm. H: 60cm (24in). Flowers: 
Aug-Sept. Position: Sun/part shade. Suitable for: 
Borders, containers and cutting. Delivery: Jan-Mar.

11. Agapanthus ‘Blue & White’
73718 £14.99  
(6 bare roots, 3 of each colour) 

74991 £24.99  
(12 bare roots, 6 of each colour)  
A magnificent duo of African Lily 
combining blue ‘Queen of the Ocean’ 
and white ‘Polar Ice’. Adds an exotic 
display to garden borders and patio 
pots, and summer flower bouquets.
HP  H: 1.2m (4ft). Flowers: Jul-Sept. Position: Sun/
part shade. Suitable for: Borders, containers and 
cutting. Delivery: Jan-Mar.

Bulbs and Bare Root PlantsBulbs and Bare Root Plants

£59.91
SAVE

COLLECTION

2. Begonia ‘Non-Stop  
Berries & Cream Mix’
KB3420 £8.99 (5 tubers)

KB3421 £12.99 (10 tubers)

KB3422 £19.99 (20 tubers)
Double flowers that are tolerant to all 
summer time weather conditions. A 
fruity mix of pinks, reds and white.
HHP H: 30cm (12in). Flowers: Jul-Oct. Position: 
Full sun. Suitable for: Borders, containers. Delivery: 
Jan-Mar.

3. Echinacea ‘Green Twister’
KA8848 £7.99 (1 bare root)

KA9017 £14.99 (3 bare roots)
A striking bicoloured coneflower ideal 
for summer borders. 
HP H: 60cm (24in). Flowers: Jul-Sept. Position: 
Full sun. Suitable for: Borders, containers, cutting. 
Delivery: Jan-Mar.

4. Begonia ‘Non-Stop Mixed’
16240 £11.99(10 tubers)

44874 £16.99 (20 tubers)

KA3912 £22.99 (40 tubers)
Tuberous begonias with weather tolerant 
double flowers. Tubers can be lifted and 
stored over winter.
HHP H: 30cm (12in). Flowers: Jul-Oct. Position: 
Full sun. Suitable for: Borders, containers. Delivery: 
Jan-Mar.

5. Calla Lily ‘Spectrum Mixed’
47523 £11.99 (5 bulbs)

KB8954 £17.99 (10 bulbs)
Brightly coloured spathes and silver-
spotted, heart shaped leaves. Over-winter 
the rhizhomes in a warm, dry place 
HHBb Bulb size: 12/14cm. H: 60cm (24in). Flowers: 
May-Jul. Position: Sun. Suitable for: Borders, 
containers, greenhouse, conservatory and cutting. 
Delivery: Jan-Mar.

6. NEW Peony ‘Coral Sunset’
KB2690 £9.99 (1 bare root)

KB3181 £19.99 (3 bare roots)
Colour-changing, semi-double flowers 
blend from coral pink to soft yellow.  
An ideal variety for the middle of 
herbaceous borders, patio pots and for 
cutting and adding to a spring bouquet.
HP H: 90cm (36in). Flowers: May-Jul, Position: Sun 
or part shade. Suitable for: Borders,  
containers, cutting. Delivery: Jan-Mar.

3
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2 4

8 9 10
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SPECIAL OFFER 10 Fuchsia ‘Trailing Mixed’ £4.99 worth £14.99, see page 45 for details

Peony & Herbaceous 
Plant Frame
KA9263 £19.99 (1 frame)
KA9264 £34.99 (3 frames)

Peony Fertiliser
79374 £6.99 (100g)
KB0186 £12.99 (2 x 100g)

£4.99
SAVE

BUY 12

6 Dahlias  
SAVE £4.99

7a

7b

£6.99
FROM
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9b

9c 9d

9. Begonia Bumper  
Collection
9a. Begonia  
‘Double-flowered Mixed’  
12544 £9.99 (10 tubers) 

9b. Begonia  
‘Giant Picotee Mixed’  
12550 £9.99  (10 tubers) 

9c. Begonia ‘Fringed Mixed’  
12547 £9.99 (10 tubers)

9d. Begonia ‘Pendula Mixed’  
44834 £9.99 (10 tubers) 
Huge and flamboyant blooms in a 
luxurious mix of colours and forms, for 
a show-stopping display. Tuber size 3/4.
HHP H: 30-40cm (12-16in). Flowers: Jul-Oct. 
Position: Sun or part shade. Suitable for: Baskets, 
borders, containers. Delivery: Jan-Mar.

7. Peony ‘Scented Bouquet Mix’
KA9024 £12.99 (3 bare roots)

KA9025 £19.99 (6 bare roots)
Large, double, ruffled blooms with a sweet 
perfume. Includes: ‘Sarah Bernhart’, ‘Miss 
America’ and ‘Duchesse de Nemours’. 
HP H: 90cm (36in). Flowers: May-Jun. Position: Sun/part-
shade or part shade. Suitable for: Borders, containers, 
cottage garden and cutting. Delivery: Jan-Mar.

8. Hemerocallis  
‘Longfield’s Black Magic’
KA8858 £11.99 (1 bare root) 

KA9019 £18.99 (3 bare roots) 
Extraordinary, large, purple-black 
blooms with delicately crimped edges.
HP H: 90cm (36in). Flowers: Jun-Sept. Position: 
Sun. Suitable for: Borders. Delivery: Jan-Mar.

7

8 12

Begonia Bumper Collection
KA2602 £39.96 £19.99  
(40 tubers, 10 each of varieties 9a-9d)  
SAVE £19.97

£19.97
SAVE

COLLECTION

11. Begonia ‘Cascading Fireball’
16328 £11.99 (5 bulbs)

16330 £24.99 (10 bulbs)
Prolific flowering, these trailing plants 
produce a delightful display from 
summer until the first frosts.
HHBb  Tr: 30cm (12in). Flowers: Jun-Oct. Position: 
Sun/part shade. Suitable for: Baskets and containers. 
Delivery: Jan-Mar.

12. Polianthes ‘The Pearl’
13855 £8.99 (5 bulbs)

13854 £12.99 (10 bulbs)
Highly fragrant flowers in summer. Ideal 
for outdoor pots or sheltered borders, 
and a heated location over winter.
TBb  Bulb size: 14/16cm. H: 1.2m (4ft). Flowers: Jun-
Aug. Position: Sun. Suitable for: Borders, containers, 
conservatory and greenhouse. Delivery: Jan-Mar.

Order online www.vanmeuwen.com or by phone 0844 557 1850 1918

Bulbs and Bare Root PlantsBulbs and Bare Root Plants

1a

64

5

2

3

SPECIAL OFFER 72 Busy Lizzie ‘Accent Mixed’ £5.99 worth £14.99, see page 45 for details

£9.99
SAVE
BUY  30

 30 giant 
flowered lilies

SAVE* £9.99

4. Alstroemeria ‘Sweet Laura’
10390 £13.99 (3 bare roots) 

KA9173 £19.99 (6 bare roots) 
Let this fragrant peruvian lily envelop 
your senses with its delicate perfume 
and sumptuous golden petals. 
This exceptionally hardy, compact 
perennial is so easy to grow. The 
flowers are excellent for cutting too.
HP H: 75cm (30in). Flowers: Jun-Oct. Position: Sun/
part shade. Suitable for: Borders, containers and 
cutting. Delivery: Jan-Mar.

5. Amarine ‘BellaDiva Mixed’
KA0995 £11.99 (3 bulbs)

KA1065 £16.99 (6 bulbs)
This unique hybrid of Amaryllis belladonna 
and Nerine bowdenii brings the best of both 
species into one plant: vigorous growth, 
taller sturdier stems, a hardier habit and 
large, long-lasting autumnal flowers.
HBb  Bulb size: 20+cm. H: 45cm (18in). Flowers: Sept-
Nov. Position: Sun. Suitable for: Borders, containers, 
cottage gardens and cutting. Delivery: Jan-Mar.

6. Gladiolus murielae
12439 £8.99 (50 bulbs)

KB8951 £12.99 (100 bulbs)
This Acidanthera features elegant white 
blooms with deep burgundy blotch at the 
base of each petal make a sophisticated 
addition to late summer borders.
HBb  Bulb size: 6/8cm. H: 90cm (18in). Flowers: Aug-
Oct. Position: Sun. Suitable for: Borders, containers, 
cottage gardens and cutting. Delivery: Jan-Mar.

2. Dahlia ‘Creme de Cassis’
KA0119 £6.99 (1 tuber)

KA0120 £10.99 (3 tubers)

KA0121 £16.99 (6 tubers)
With its ‘water-lily’ appearance, 
this dahlia is a fabulous cut flower. 
Overwinter for use again the following 
spring by storing in frost free conditions.
HHP H: 50cm (20in). Flowers: Jun-Jul. Position: 
Part shade/shade. Suitable for: Borders, containers, 
cottage gardens and cutting. Delivery: Jan-Mar.

3. Astrantia Censation™ ‘Milano’
KA8830 £9.99 (1 bare root)

KA8831 £16.99 (3 bare roots)
A showy variety, boasting raspberry red 
blooms from early summer to early 
autumn. Loved by bees and butterflies, 
and makes a superb cut flower.
HP H: 50cm (20in). Flowers: Jun-Aug. Position: Part 
shade/shade. Suitable for: Borders, containers, 
cottage gardens and cutting. Delivery: Jan-Mar.

9a

1. Lily ‘Giant Flowered’ 
1a. ‘Pretty Woman’ 
62859 £11.99 (5 bulbs) 
KB5945 £19.99 (10 bulbs) 

1b. ‘Tasman’ 
KA9282 £11.99 (5 bulbs) 
KA9283 £19.99 (10 bulbs)

1c. ‘Primrose Hill’ 
KA9280 £11.99 (5 bulbs) 
KA9281 £19.99 (10 bulbs)
Towering stems and colossal blooms 
make these sensational giant lilies a 
sight to behold. The thick stems reach 
impossible heights, with virtually no 
staking. Each exotic-looking bloom 
releases a seductive fragrance that 
carries on the summer breeze. Combines 
three of the most beguiling varieties.
HBb  1.8m (6ft). Bulb size 15/16. Flowers: Jul-Aug. 
Sun/part shade. Borders, pots and cutting. Delivery: 
Jan-Mar.

Lily ‘Giant Flowered’ 
Collection 

KA9284  £35.97 £19.99   
(15 bulbs, 5 each of 1a-1c)

KA9285  £39.98 £29.99  
(30 bulbs, 10 each of 1a-1c) 
SAVE £9.99

1b

1c

10a

10b

10c

Rose ‘3-in-1’ Collection 

80041 £38.97 £29.99  
(3 bare roots - 1 each 10a-10c) 
SAVE £8.98

1110

10. Rose ‘3-in-1’ Collection
10a. ‘Laura Ford’
80130 £12.99 (1 bare root)

10b. ‘Star Performer’
80132 £12.99 (1 bare root)

110c. ‘Love Knot’
80131 £12.99 (1 bare root)
Three superb climbing roses will 
intertwine as they grow to create an 
astonishing tricolour display of double 
and semi-double fragrant blooms.
HS H: 2m (78in). Flowers: Jun-Sept. Sun. Borders, 
containers, frames and trellis. Delivery: Jan-Mar. 
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5a

5b

5c

5d

5e

Geranium ‘Cascading 
Rosebud’ Collection 

KB8496 £9.99 (Pack of 5 jumbo 
plugs, 1 each of 5a-5e)
KB8497 £19.98 £16.99 
(Pack of 10 jumbo plugs, 2 each of 
5a-5e)  SAVE £2.99

6

7

8

8. Calibrachoa ‘Million Bells’ 
Collection 
KB8540 £8.99 (5 Postiplugs)

KB8541 £13.99 (10 Postiplugs)

KB8542 £19.99 (20 Postiplugs)

KB8543 £71.92 £34.99 
(40 Postiplugs)  SAVE £36.93
These mini petunias become covered 
in bright flowers throughout summer, 
ideal for filling out containers and 
baskets, with built-in drought tolerance. 
The collection is a mix of the vibrant five 
colours illustrated.
HHA Tr. 40cm (16in). Flowers Jul-Oct Position: 
Sun or part shade. Suitable for: Borders, baskets, 
containers. Delivery: Mar-May. 

Magnificent million bells

        from £8.99 

Order online www.vanmeuwen.com or by phone 0844 557 185020 21SPECIAL OFFER 3 Clematis ‘Trio’ only £5.99 - worth £14.99, see page 45 for details

Plants for Summer Bedding and Baskets Plants for Summer Bedding and Baskets

4

£9.99
FROM

4. Petunia ‘Giant Mix’
KB8546 £8.99 (5 Postiplugs)

KB8547 £12.99 (10 Postiplugs) 

KB8548 £19.99 (20 Postiplugs) 
Early-flowering, summer petunias 
with large, 10cm+ flowers, and a well-
branched trailing habit, ideal for patio 
planters and hanging baskets.
HHA Tr. 60cm (24in). Flowers Jun-Oct Position: Sun 
or part shade. Suitable for: Baskets, containers. 
Delivery: Mar-Apr. 

2

BloomAround Basket
30cm baskets hold 13+ plants.  
KA1552 £14.99 (2 x 30cm baskets)
KA1554 £24.99 (4 x 30cm baskets)
KB3524 £49.99 (10 x 30cm baskets)
Really easy to plant up, with removable 
planting 'gates' near the top rim, this 
innovative and durable hanging basket 
creates a full, rounded floral display. A 
built-in water reservoir stops baskets 
from drying out. The 30cm (12in) basket 
has 3 chains. Delivery: 3 days.

Garden Grow Hanging  
Basket & Liner 

82054 £12.99  
(1 basket)
KA7310 £19.99 
(2 baskets) 
SAVE* £5.99
KA7312 £29.99 
(4 baskets) 
SAVE* £21.97
This hanging 
basket is 
perfect for any trailing plant to add 
a touch of variety to your garden 
Delivery: Jan-Mar.

Garden Grow  
Wall Bracket
81740  
£5.99  
(1 bracket) 
KB0128 
£8.99  
(2 brackets)
KB0129 £14.99  
(4 brackets) SAVE* £8.97
Add this sturdy wall bracket to 
your order when you buy your 
BloomAround basket. Fix it to a 
solid wall with the enclosed fixings. 
(H25cm x W36cm). Delivery: 3 days.

Hanging basket plants 
are perfect for creating 
a display full of colour.
Our range of hanging basket plants 
includes something for everyone. 
Not only do they help utilise wasted 
vertical space on walls and fences, 
they also allow you to grow a wide 
range of trailing plants that just 
wouldn't sit right in your beds or 
patio containers. 

Blooms up to 10cm (4in) across!

2. Fuchsia ‘Giant Marbled’ 
‘Orange King’ 
KB7938 £8.99 (5 Postiplugs) 

KB7939 £12.99 (10 Postiplugs) 
With large blooms up to 10cm (4in) 
across, these delightful trailing 
fuchsias guarantee a stunning, 
colourful display all summer. Fill fill 
your baskets, window boxes and patio 
planters with these delightful frosted, 
marbled and striped flowers.  
HHP H: tr. 50cm (20in). Flowers: Jun-Oct. 
Position: Sun or part shade. Suitable for: Baskets  
& containers. Delivery: Mar-Apr.

1. Geranium ‘GeRainbow™ Mix’
KB8493 £11.99 (5 jumbo plugs)

KB8494 £16.99 (10 jumbo plugs) 

KB8495 £26.99 (20 jumbo plugs) 
The ever popular ‘Super Balcons’, are 
now available with brighter colours, 
bigger flowers, and even more vigour, 
for superb cascades of colour.
HHP 90cm (45in). Flowers: Jun-Oct. Sun. Baskets, 
borders and pots. Delivery: Mar-Apr.

3. White Basket Duo
KB8466 £14.99 (10 Postiplugs, 5 ea.)

KB8467 £19.99 (20 Postiplugs, 10 ea.) 
A complementary duo of trailing white 
bacopa and nemesia, Plant them up 
together, or mingle them with other 
trailing plants for a more colourful 
display.
HHA Tr. 30cm (12in). Flowers Jul-Sept. Position: 
Full sun. Suitable for: Baskets, containers. Delivery: 
Mar-Apr. 

1

3 4

£8.99
FROM

£20.97
SAVE*

BUY 20
5. Geranium Cascading Rosebud
5a. ‘Blue Sybil’ 
KB7973 £9.99 (5 jumbo plugs)   
KB7974 £16.99 (10 jumbo plugs) 

5b. ‘Pink Sybil’ 
KB7975 £9.99 (5 jumbo plugs)   
KB7976 £16.99 (10 jumbo plugs) 

5c. ‘Red Sybil’ 
KB7977 £9.99 (5 jumbo plugs)   
KB7978 £16.99 (10 jumbo plugs) 

5d. ‘White Rose’ 
KB7979 £9.99 (5 jumbo plugs)   
KB7980 £16.99 (10 jumbo plugs) 

5e. ‘Tommy’ 
KB7971 £9.99 (5 jumbo plugs)   
KB7972 £16.99 (10 jumbo plugs) 
These ‘ivy-leaf’ pelargoniums have 
a wonderful cascading habit and 
produce clusters of double blooms 
in rich colours, long flowering and 
drought tolerant. Perfect for creating 
stunning hanging baskets and garden 
container displays.
HHP Tr. 60cm (24in). Flowers Jun-Oct. Position: Sun 
or part shade. Suitable for: Baskets, containers. 
Delivery: Mar-Apr.

6. Lobelia Cascading  
‘Waterfall Ice Blue’
KB8059 £12.99 (5 postiplugs)

KB8060 £19.99 (15 postiplugs) 
Wonderful trailing non-seeded trailing 
bicoloured variety. Masses of flowers 
appear to sparkle in summer days as 
they cascade over the edges of pots 
and baskets wheere they will still 
be blooming long after other lobelia 
plants have faded.
HHA Tr. 45cm (18in). Flowers Jun-Sept. Position: 
Sun/part shade. Suitable for: Borders, baskets, 
containers. Delivery: Mar-Apr. 

7. Purple Bell Vine
KB8270 £9.99 (5 Postiplugs)

KB8271 £16.99 (10 Postiplugs) 
This unusual perennial makes 
an exotic patio climber or basket. 
The twining stems are cloaked in 
attractive, heart-shaped leaves. From 
July through to autumn, the maroon-
red, pendant blooms dangle from the 
stems producing an intriguing display.
HHP 250cm (98in). Flowers Jul-Oct. Position: 
Full sun. Suitable for: Baskets, pots and fences. 
Delivery: Mar-Apr. 



6a6. Petunia ‘Frills & Spills™’ 
6a. ‘Collection’
KB8419  £8.99 (5 Postiplugs)  
KB8420 £12.99 (10 Postiplugs) 
KB8421 £19.99 (20 Postiplugs) 
6b. ‘Damson Ripple’
KB8228 £8.99 (5 Postiplugs) 
KB8229 £12.99 (10 Postiplugs) 
KB8230 £19.99 (20 Postiplugs) 
6c. NEW ‘Darcy Rosa’
KB8607 £9.99 (5 Postiplugs) 
KB8606 £16.99 (10 Postiplugs) 
6d. NEW ‘Superstar’
KB8609  £12.99 (5 Postiplugs)  
KB8608 £17.99 (10 Postiplugs) 
Our customers love the extra-large, 
fragrant double blooms of Petunia 
‘Frills & Spills™’, which look fantastic 
tumbling from hanging baskets and 
patio pots. We’re delighted to introduce 
two stunning new varieties ‘Darcy Rosa’ 
and ‘Superstar’ to the ‘Frills & Spills™’ 
range for 2021.
HHP H: tr. 60cm (24in). Flowers: Jun-Oct. 
Position: Sun or part shade. Suitable for: Baskets, 
containers. Delivery: Mar-Apr.

 Buy 20  
trailing petunias

SAVE £15.97
1a 1c

1b

Order online www.vanmeuwen.com or by phone 0844 557 185022 23
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KB8552Bidens Collection 

KB8552  £29.97 £19.99   
(15 postiplugs, 5 of 7a-7c) 
SAVE £9.98

       vanmeuwengardens      |            vanmeuwen      |               van.meuwen      |      https://blog.vanmeuwen.com

1. Petunia ‘Sweetunia’
1a. ‘Fiona Flash’ 
KB8206 £8.99 (5 Postiplugs)   
KB8207 £14.99 (10 Postiplugs) 

KB8208 £22.99 (20 Postiplugs) 

1b. ‘Starfish’ 
KB8212 £8.99 (5 Postiplugs)   
KB8213 £14.99 (10 Postiplugs) 

KB8214 £22.99 (20 Postiplugs) 

1c. ‘Johnny Flame’ 
KB8209 £8.99 (5 Postiplugs)   
KB8210 £14.99 (10 Postiplugs) 

KB8211 £22.99 (20 Postiplugs)  
Hundreds of striking two-toned 
blooms, perfect for a summer display 
in patio pots and hanging baskets.
HHA Tr. 30cm (12in). Flowers Jun-Sept Position: 
Sun or part shade. Suitable for: Baskets, 
containers. Delivery: Apr-May. 

Petunia ‘Sweetunia’ Collection 

KB8516 £26.97 £19.99 
(Pack of 15 postiplugs, 5 each of 1a, 
1b & 1c)  SAVE £6.98

4. Anagallis ‘Skylover’
KB7790 £9.99 (5 Postiplugs)

KB7791 £16.99 (10 Postiplugs) 

KB7792 £39.96 £22.99  
(20 Postiplugs) SAVE* £16.97
Spreading/trailing plants create a 
carpet of stunning ultramarine 
flowers that would rival lobelia. Its 
interesting foliage and pendulous 
habit are perfect for your hanging 
baskets and patio planters.
HP Tr: 25cm (10in). Flowers Jun-Sept. Position: 
Full sun. Suitable for: Borders, baskets, containers. 
Delivery: Mar-Apr. 

5. Calibrachoa  
‘Apricot Shades’
KB7856 £9.99 (5 Postiplugs) 

KB7857 £14.99 (10 Postiplugs)

KB7858 £39.96 £22.99  
(20 Postiplugs) SAVE* £16.97
These mini petunias are a sure thing 
for heating up your hanging basket 
displays with their golden colours. The 
faded blooms simply drop off the plant 
to be replaced by fresh new ones.
HHA Tr. 25cm (10in). Flowers: Jun-Oct. Position: 
Full sun. Suitable for: Baskets, containers. Delivery: 
Mar-Apr.

3. Fuchsia ‘Trailing Mixed’
KB8410 £8.99 (5 Postiplugs)

KB8411 £14.99 (10 Postiplugs) 

KB8412 £19.99 (20 Postiplugs)

KB8413 £49.99 (100 Postiplugs)
Fill your hanging baskets, window 
boxes and containers with this 
kaleidoscope of colourful trailing 
fuchsias. An abundance of vibrant, 
double blooms are borne on gently 
cascading stems, all summer long.
HHP Tr: 30cm (12in). Flowers Jun-Oct. Position: 
Sun/part shade. Suitable for: Baskets and 
containers. Delivery: Mar-Apr. 

7. Bidens Collection Mix
7a. ‘Hawaiian  
Flare Bicolour Star’
KB7847 £9.99 (5 Postiplugs) 
7b. ‘Pink Princess’
KB7848  £9.99 (5 Postiplugs)  
7c. ‘Yellow Port Royal’
KB7849  £9.99 (5 Postiplugs)  
Feathery foliage and a profusion of 
flowers make these varieties ideal 
for baskets and pots. Their cascading 
stems will spill from containers, or knit 
together to make fabulous ground cover 
when planted in beds and borders. 
HHP H: tr. 30cm (12n). Flowers: Jul-Oct. 
Position: Full sun. Suitable for: Baskets, ground 
cover. Delivery: Mar-Apr.

8. NEW  Fuchsia ‘Eruption’
KB8584 £8.99 (5 Postiplugs)

KB8583 £14.99 (10 Postiplugs) 
Slender, fiery-pink flowers pour
dramatically from the trailing stems 
of this incredible cultivar. Masses 
of flowers develop to create an 
unforgettable display in hanging 
baskets and patio planters
HHP Tr: 45cm (18in). Flowers Jun-Nov. Position: 
Sun/part shade. Suitable for: Baskets and 
containers. Delivery: Mar-Apr. 

2. Surfinia ‘Star Burgundy’
KB8203 £8.99 (5 postiplugs)

KB8204 £13.99 (10 postiplugs)

KB8205 £35.96 £19.99  
(20 postiplugs) SAVE* £15.97
A lovely colour selection, with bicolour 
blooms that create a cheery summer 
display. Like all Surfinia, they have 
fabulous vigour and superb weather 
resistance. The long cascading stems 
and unsurpassable flower power, 
these annual are hard to beat!
HBb  Tr. 90cm (36in). Flowers: Jun-Oct. Sun. 
Baskets and pots. Delivery: Mar-Apr.

New

New

New
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6b

6d 7b

7a

7c 8

£8.99
FROM

£9.99
FROM

£9.98
SAVE

BUY 15

£6.98
SAVE

BUY 15

£8.99
FROM

£8.99
FROM
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7a

7b

7d

7c

7e

 Buy 20  
giant fuchsias

SAVE* £11.97

Fuchsia  
‘Giant-flowered Collection’

KB8414 £7.99 
(5 postiplugs, 1 each of 7a-7e)

KB8415 £12.99 (10 postiplugs,  
2 each of 7a-7e) SAVE* £2.99
KB8416 £19.99 (20 postiplugs,  
4 each of 7a-7e) SAVE* £11.97
KB8417 £59.99 (100 postiplugs,  
20 each of 7a-7e) SAVE* £99.81

A typical  
‘giant’ fuchsia  

flower compared  
to a traditional  
fuchsia variety

7. Fuchsia ‘Giant-flowered’
Colourful, frilly giant fuchsias up to 
10cm (4in) across, perfect for creating 
a cascading display of summer 
flowers from hanging baskets and tall 
planters.
Collection includes: 7a Deep Purple, 
7b Swingtime, 7c Voodoo,  
7d Holly’s Beauty and 7e Peachy. 
HHP Tr: 50cm (20in). Flowers Jun-Sept. Position: 
Sun or part shade. Suitable for: Baskets,  
containers. Delivery: Mar-Apr.

3. Petunia ‘Sky’ 
3a. ‘Night Sky’
KB8194 £9.99 (5 Postiplugs) 
KB8195 £16.99 (10 Postiplugs) 
KB8196 £24.99 (20 Postiplugs) 
3b. NEW ‘Circus Sky’
KB8605  £11.99 (5 Postiplugs)  
KB8604 £17.99 (10 Postiplugs) 
A unique speckled pattern on every 
bloom. Plants will cascade over the 
edges of hanging baskets and pots.  
HHA H: tr. 60cm (24in). Flowers: Jul-Sept. 
Position: Sun or part shade. Suitable for: Borders, 
baskets, containers. Delivery: Mar-Apr.

Order online www.vanmeuwen.com or by phone 0844 557 185024 25SPECIAL OFFER 5 Petunia ‘Frills & Spills Superstar’ only £3.99 - worth £12.99, see page 45 for details

New
£7.99
FROM

6. Fuchsia ‘Pink Elephant’
KB7944 £9.99 (5 Postiplugs)

KB7945 £16.99 (10 Postiplugs) 
With blooms that resemble roses, this 
cascading pale pink fuchsia makes a 
superb feature in hanging baskets and 
patio containers.
HHP Tr. 30cm (12in). Flowers Jun-Sept. Position: 
Sun or part shade. Suitable for: Baskets, 
containers. Delivery: Mar-Apr. 

8. Geranium ‘Balcon Red’
KB7955 £9.99 (5 jumbo plugs)   
KB7956 £19.99 (15 jumbo plugs) 

KB7957 £29.99 (30 jumbo plugs) 
These stunning geraniums will flower 
profusely throughout the summer 
months with astonishing resilience.
HHP. Tr. 60cm (24in). Flowers: Jun-Oct. Sun or 
part shade.  Bedding, baskets, borders and pots.  
Delivery: Mar-Apr.

4. Petunia ‘Peach Sundae’
KB8200 £9.99 (5 postiplugs)

KB8201 £16.99 (10 postiplugs) 

KB8202 £22.99 (20 postiplugs) 
An abundance of bright colour-
changing flowers that blend, as they 
age, from lemon yellow to light pink.
HHA Tr. 45cm (18in). Flowers Jul-Sept. Position: 
Sun or part shade. Suitable for: Baskets, 
containers. Delivery: Mar-Apr. 

£16.97
SAVE*

BUY 20

2. NEW Calibrachoa Can Can  
‘Double Orange Tastic’
KB8580 £8.99 (5 postiplugs)

KB8579 £14.99 (10 postiplugs) 
Perfect for hanging baskets and 
containers, filling them with thousands 
of bicolour blooms. Easy to grow and 
no need for deadheading either!
HHA H: 25cm (10in). Flowers Jun-Sept. Position: 
Sun or part shade. Suitable for: Baskets, 
containers. Delivery: Mar-Apr. 

1. NEW Bacopa ‘Baristo’ 
1a. ‘Blue’
KB6391 £8.99 (1 x 9cm pot) 
KB6431 £14.99 (3 x 9cm pots) 
1b. ‘Pink’
KB6392 £8.99 (1 x 9cm pot) 
KB6432 £14.99 (3 x 9cm pots) 
1c. ‘Snowflake’
KB6393 £8.99 (1 x 9cm pot) 
KB6433 £14.99 (3 x 9cm pots) 
The tumbling, evergreen stems of 
Bacopa ‘Baristo’ bear a smothering 
of flowers throughout summer. The 
perfect long flowering filler plant for a 
hanging baskets and containers.
HHA H: 15cm (6in). Flowers: Jun-Oct. Position: Sun 
or part shade. Suitable for: Baskets, containers. 
Delivery: Apr-May.

9. Begonia ‘Fragrant Falls’ 
9a. ‘Apricot Delight’
KB7816 £11.99 (4 jumbo plugs) 
KB7817 £17.99 (8 jumbo plugs) 
9a. ‘Lemon Delight’
KB7818 £11.99 (4 jumbo plugs) 
KB7819 £17.99 (8 jumbo plugs) 
The perfumed, double blooms are 
borne on gently cascading stems, which 
make these stunning begonias perfect 
for hanging baskets. Combining two 
coordinating colours, this free-flowering 
duo will last all summer long, whatever 
the weather!   
HHP H: tr. 30-35cm (12-18in). Flowers: Jun-Oct. 
Position: Sun or part shade. Suitable for: Baskets. 
Delivery: Mar-Apr.

Begonia  
‘Fragrant Falls’ Collection 

KB8569 £11.99 (Pack of  
4 jumbo plugs, 2 each of 9a-9b)
KB8570 £23.98 £17.99 
(Pack of 8 jumbo plugs,  
4 each of 9a-9b)  SAVE £5.99

5. Osteospermum ‘Falling Stars™’
KB8456 £12.99 (5 Postiplugs)   
KB8457 £18.99 (10 Postiplugs) 

KB8458 £24.99 (20 Postiplugs) 
Drought tolerant and loves the sun, 
making for hassle-free basket and 
border displays all summer long.
HHA Tr. 30-45cm (12-18in). Flowers Jun-Sept 
Position: Sun or part shade. Suitable for: Baskets, 
containers. Delivery: Mar-Apr. 

Wall Basket 

KB2137 £12.99  
(1 basket)
KB3083 £19.99 
(2 baskets)
KB3084 £29.99 
(4 baskets) 
SAVE* £21.97
Adds a new 
dimension to 
walls, fences and sheds. Features 
gated openings for easy planting. 
Delivery: 3 days.

IncrediFeed 
Hanging Basket & 
Tub Drip Feeder
KB3685  
£6.00 (30ml x 6) 
KB7528 £10.00  
(30ml x 10)
The drip feeder will release a steady 
supply of plant nutrients that lasts 
for up to 30 days. Delivery: 3 days.

New

Plants for Summer Bedding and Baskets

New

8

9a

9b

6

5

4

3b

3a

1c

2

1b

1a

£9.99
FROM

£8.99
FROM

£14.97
SAVE*

BUY 20

Bacopa ‘Baristo’ Collection 

KB8760 £26.97 £14.99  
(Pack of 3 x 9cm pots, 1 each of 1a-1c) 
SAVE £11.98

£11.98
SAVE*

BUY 3

£5.99
SAVE*

BUY 8



7. Alstroemeria Peruvian Lily 
7a. ‘Indian Summer’
40844 £11.99 (1 jumbo plug) 

KB7784 £19.99 (3 jumbo plugs)

7b. NEW ‘Summer Lovely’ 
KA9509 £11.99 (1 jumbo plug)

KB7788 £19.99 (3 jumbo plugs) 

7c. ‘Summer Breeze’ 
67349 £11.99 (1 jumbo plug)

KB7787 £19.99 (3 jumbo plugs)  
Beautifully coloured flowers set 
against unique bronzed foliage. 
Perfect for patio growing, the  
extra-hardy plants are compact, 
with good stems for cutting. Long 
flowering from June through to 
November.
HP H: 75cm (30in). Flowers: Jun-Nov. Position: Sun 
or part shade.  Suitable for: Borders, containers & 
cutting. Delivery: Mar-Apr.

Alstroemeria Summer Trio

KB8462 £35.97 £19.99 
(3 jumbo plugs, 1 each of 7a - 7c)
SAVE £15.98

7b

£15.98
SAVE*

BUY 3

7c

7a

 Buy 3 peruvian lilies

SAVE* £15.98
6 8

5. Osteospermum  
‘Bright Eyed’ Duo
5a. ‘Blue Eyed Beauty’
KB8119 £8.99 (5 Postiplugs) 

KB8120 £13.99 (10 Postiplugs) 

5b. ‘Purple Sun’
KB8125 £8.99 (5 Postiplugs) 

KB8126 £13.99 (10 Postiplugs)
Two of the brightest, modern, african 
daisies collide in this spectacular duo. 
Create your most amazing displays for 
years with these colourful flowers.
HHA H: 40cm (16in). Flowers: Jun-Sept.  
Position: Full sun. Suitable for: Basket, borders, 
containers. Delivery: Mar-Apr. 

6. Ipomoea sunPuma  
‘Purple Princess’
KB8027 £9.99 (3 jumbo plugs) 

KB8028 £16.99 (6 jumbo plugs)
This amazing, exotic-looking annual, 
bears deep purple foliage and pale 
lavender-pink flowers. Its bushy, habit 
is suited to patio containers and small 
frames, such as a half Tower Pot™.
HHA Tr. 1m (3ft). Flowers Jun-Oct. Position: Sun. 
Suitable for: Borders, containers and baskets. 
Delivery: Apr-May. 

11. Calendula  
‘Power Daisy Collection’
KB8578 £13.99 (5 jumbo plugs) 

KB8577 £19.99 (10 jumbo plugs)
Commonly known as English pot 
marigolds their spreading habit, plus 
hundreds of yellow and orange daisy-
like blooms, makes them perfect for 
pots and hanging baskets.
HA H. 40cm (16in). Flowers Jun-Sept. Position: Full 
sun. Suitable for: Borders, containers and baskets. 
Delivery: Mar-Apr. 

12. Campsis ‘Indian Summer’
62546 £19.99 (1 x 2 litre pot) 

KB6212 £34.99 (2 x 2 litre pots)
The exotic-looking ‘trumpet-creeper’ 
is easy to grow and fully hardy. Lush 
foliage and tropical orange blooms 
clothe walls, fences and pergolas 
throughout summer.
HCl H. 4m (13ft). Flowers Jul-Sept. Position: Sun/
part shade. Suitable for: Borders, containers, walls, 
frames, trellis and pergolas. Delivery: Feb-Apr 

3. Camellia ‘1001 Summer 
Nights Jasmine’
KB6245 £23.99 (1 x 10.5cm pot) 

KB6246 £39.99 (2 x 10.5cm pots)

KB6247 £39.99 (1 x 1.6 litre pot)

KB6248 £74.99 (2 x 1.6 litre pots)
A unique summer flowering Camellia 
that blooms continuously for 5 months.
HS H: 2.5m (8ft). Flowers May-Oct. Position: Sun/part 
shade. Suitable for: Borders and containers. Delivery: 
Feb-Mar.

4. NEW Petunia ‘Back to Black’
KB8173 £9.99 (5 postiplugs)

KB8174 £14.99 (10 postiplugs) 

KB8175 £19.99 (20 postiplugs) 
Fabulous vigour and excellent weather 
resistance with velvety black flowers.
HHA H: 30cm (12in). Flowers Jun-Oct. Position: 
Sun/part shade. Suitable for: Beds, borders, 
baskets and containers. Delivery: Mar-Apr. 

1. Begonia ‘Buffey’
KB7812 £9.99 (3 jumbo plugs) 

KB7813 £16.99 (6 jumbo plugs)
The lemony-peach blooms will fill your 
patio with ‘sunshine’ all summer long. 
Easy to grow, this variety is perfect for 
filling hanging baskets, window boxes 
and containers.
HHP H: 45cm (18in). Flowers Jul-Oct Position: Sun 
or part shade. Suitable for: Borders, containers and 
baskets. Delivery: Mar-Apr.

2. Clematis ‘Little Lemons’
KA8501 £12.99 (1 x 7cm potted plant) 

KA9514 £19.99 (2 x 7cm potted plants)
Bell-shaped yellow blooms decorate 
this dwarf variety, and the twisted green 
foliage creates a bushy plant. Excellent in 
a border, patio pot and hanging basket.
HS H: 30cm (12in). Flowers: May-Sept. Position: 
Sun or part shade. Suitable for: Borders, baskets, 
containers. Delivery: Mar-Apr.

8. Lonicera ‘Celestial’
KB6269 £19.99 (1 x 15cm pot) 

KB6270 £36.99 (2 x 15cm pots)
A particularly beautiful new 
honeysuckle with a heavenly fragrance 
and whorls of ‘starburst’ apricot-
coloured flowers. This deciduous, 
twining climber is neat and compact.
HCl H: 3m (10ft). Flowers Jul-Sept Position: Sun/part 
shade. Suitable for: Borders, containers, frames and 
trellis. Delivery: Jan-Mar.

9. NEW Fuchsia  
‘Fuchsita Patio Collection’
KB7729 £7.99 (5 Postiplugs) 

KB8585 £12.99 (10 Postiplugs)
A brilliant series of compact patio 
fuchsias that become smothered 
in bicoloured blooms throughout 
summer. Perfect for tabletop pots.
Collection contains: ‘Candy’, ‘Pink-Blue’, ‘ 
Red-Lavender’, ‘White-Red’ and ‘Rose-Blue’.

HHP H: 30cm (12in). Flowers: Jun-Sept. Position: 
Sun/part shade. Suitable for: Borders and containers. 
Delivery: Mar-Apr.

10. Sweet Pea  
‘Sweet Dreams Mixed’
KB8035 £12.99 (6 Deep Rooted 
Premium Plugs - 30 Plants) 

KB8036 £19.99 (12 Deep Rooted 
Premium Plugs - 60 Plants)
Selected for outstanding fragrance, 
exhibition standard blooms and their 
superb growing performance.
HA H: 1.8m (6ft). Flowers: Jun-Aug. Position: Sun. 
Suitable for: Borders and containers. Delivery: 
Mar-Apr.

Order online www.vanmeuwen.com or by phone 0844 557 185026 27

3

£2.99
SAVE*

BUY 6

1

2 4

SPECIAL OFFER 10 Fuchsia ‘Trailing Mixed’ £4.99 worth £14.99, see page 45 for details

£19.97
SAVE*

BUY 20

£2.99
SAVE*

BUY 6

£3.99
SAVE*

BUY 10

New

Patio Garden plants Patio Garden plants

5

Osteospermum  
‘Bright Eyed’ Duo
KB8471 £17.98 £13.99  
(10 Postiplugs, 5 of each variety)  
SAVE £3.99

5a

5b

New
9

10 11

12

7a
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1. Sunflower SunBelieveable™ 
‘Brown Eyed Girl’
KA1036 £11.99 (1 x 9cm pot)

KA1037 £19.99 (2 x 9cm pots)  
These hybrid sunflowers will put all 
their energy into producing thousands 
of dazzling flowers all summer 
long rather than setting seeds. Their 
bushy, multi-branching habit is ideal 
for garden borders and patio pots.
HHA  60cm (24in). Flowers: Jun-Nov. Sun/part 
shade. Borders, bedding and pots. Delivery: 
Apr-May.

2. NEW Abutilon  
Standard Red ‘Big Bell’
KB7029 £24.99 (1 x 14cm pot) 

KB7628 £39.99 (2 x 14cm pots)
An evergreen shrub upon a standard 
stem, creates a delightful ball of foliage 
with masses of bright, red, bell-shaped 
blooms for many months over summer.
HS H: 1.5m (5ft). Flowers: Jun-Nov. Position: Sun/part 
shade. Suitable for: Borders, containers, conservatory 
and greenhouse. Delivery: Apr-May.

3. NEW Petunia  
‘Pegasus Wine Splash’
KB8613 £8.99 (5 Postiplugs)

KB8612 £14.99 (10 Postiplugs)
Vigorous, bushy plants with a prolific, 
free flowering habit, all summer. 
Partners well with Petunia ‘Night Sky’.
HHA H: 30cm (12in). Flowers: Jun-Oct. Position: 
Sun. Suitable for: baskets and containers. Delivery: 
Mar-Apr. 

4. Dahlia ‘Maggiore Fire’
KA8850 £7.99 (1 jumbo plug) 

KB7888 £12.99 (3 jumbo plugs)

KB7889 £16.99 (6 jumbo plugs)
Large, spikey flowers in fiery yellows 
and reds. They make a superb cut 
flower for a late summer vase display.
HHP H: 60cm (24in). Flowers Jul-Oct. Position: Sun. 
Suitable for: Borders, containers and cutting. Delivery: 
Mar-Apr.

5. Sempervivum Chick Charms® 
‘Gold Nugget’
KB1027 £14.99 (1 x 1 litre pot)

KB8907 £29.99 (3 x 1 litre pots)
This evergreen bicoloured succulent, 
makes a superb outdoor or indoor 
display in a well-drained area.
HP H: 10cm (4in). Flowers Jun-Aug. Position: Sun. 
Suitable for: Borders, containers, rockery and 
gravel gardens. Delivery: Mar-Apr. 

Order online www.vanmeuwen.com or by phone 0844 557 185028 29

2 3

Garden Snips  
13015 £5.99 (1 pair)
This handy little tool is easier to use 
than scissors, making deadheading 
and cutting stems a lot simpler. 
Pocket-sized and supplied in a 
protective pouch.

SPECIAL OFFER 72 Busy Lizzie ‘Accent Mixed’ £5.99 worth £14.99, see page 45 for details

£3.99
SAVE*

BUY 2

£8.99
SAVE

BUY 6

New New

Patio Garden plants Patio Garden plants

1 4 6

New

6. NEW Fuchsia Standard ‘Angela’
KB5710 £24.99 (1 x 19cm pot) 

KB8909 £44.99 (2 x 19cm pots) 
A hardy fuchsia with bicoloured 
flowers, on a standard stem. Ideal 
for a feature on the patio, or along a 
garden border.
HS H: 1m (3ft). Flowers: Jun-Oct. Position: Sun. 
Suitable for: Borders and containers. Delivery: 
Apr-May.

7. NEW Fuchsia Standard  
‘Elma - Pink Baby’
KB5711 £24.99 (1 x 19cm pot) 

KB8910 £44.99 (2 x 19cm pots)
A hardy fuchsia with pink flowers, on 
a standard stem. Ideal for a feature on 
the patio, or along a garden border.
HS H: 1m (3ft). Flowers: Jun-Oct. Position: Sun. 
Suitable for: Borders and containers. Delivery: 
Apr-May.

9. NEW Osteospermum  
‘Serenity Sunshine Beauty’
KB8598 £8.99 (5 Postiplugs) 

KB8597 £14.99 (10 Postiplugs)  
Compact and bushy african daisy with 
bold, two-tone golden flowers all summer.
HHA H: 25cm (10in). Flowers: Jun-Sept. Position: 
Sun. Suitable for: Borders and containers. Delivery: 
Apr-May.

10. Coleus  
‘Freaky Leaves Collection’
KB8527 £11.99 (5 jumbo plugs) 

KB8528 £17.99 (10 jumbo plugs

KB8529 £26.99 (20 jumbo plugs)
Boldly coloured foliage with a velvety 
appearance makes a sensational 
display in summer garden displays.
HHP  45cm (18in). Flowers: Jul-Oct. Sun/part 
shade. Borders, bedding and pots. Delivery: 
Mar-May.

8. Busy Lizzie ‘Wild Romance’
8a. ‘Red’
KB8021 £12.99 (5 jumbo plugs)

KB8022 £19.99 (10 jumbo plugs)

8b. ‘Blush Pink’
KB8019 £12.99 (5 jumbo plugs)

KB8020 £19.99 (10 jumbo plugs)

8c. ‘White’
KB8023 £12.99 (5 jumbo plugs)

KB8024 £19.99 (10 jumbo plugs)
Flowering relentlessly from early 
summer to autumn, their fully  
double rosebud blooms stand out 
beautifully against the dark foliage.
HHA  H: 50cm (20in). Flowers: Jun-Oct. Position: 
Sun/part shade. Suitable for: Beds, borders and 
containers. Delivery: Apr-May 

88a

8b

8c

Busy Lizzie  
‘Wild Romance’ Collection
KB8506 £38.97 £24.99 
(15 jumbo plugs - 5 each of 8a-8c) 
SAVE* £13.98

£13.98
SAVE*
COLLECTION

10

 The best double  

flowered Busy Lizzie The best patio sunflower 

- thousands of blooms
7 9

11. NEW  Petunia  
‘Mystical Midnight Gold’
KB7699 £12.99 (5 jumbo plugs) 

KB7700 £16.99 (10 jumbo plugs)
The first of its kind with double, cream 
and deep mauve flowers, produced all 
summer. Perfect for baskets and pots.
HHA  20cm (8in). Flowers: Jun-Sept. Sun/part 
shade. Baskets, borders, bedding and pots. 
Delivery: Apr-May.

11

New

New New

£8.99
SAVE*

BUY 20
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12. Geranium ‘Giants’ Pelargoniums
Cutting raised with extra vigour for 
bigger plants and bigger blooms in 
your container and border displays. 
Expect great weather resistance and 
masses of colour from every variety 
in the range all summer until the first 
hard frost of autumn. 
HHP H: 45-60cm (18-24in). Flowers: Jun-Oct. 
Position: Full sun. Suitable for: Bedding, borders, 
containers. Delivery: Mar-Apr.

12a. ‘Octavia Hill’ 
KB7970 £9.99 (5 jumbo plugs) 
Collections comprise: 12a ‘Octavia Hill’,  
12b‘Salmon Princess’, 12c ‘Flower Fairy Berry’,  
12d ‘Sassa’ and 12e ‘Maestro Salmon’. 

Geranium ‘Giants’ Collection

KB8499 £9.99 (5 jumbo plugs)

KB8500 £19.99 (15 jumbo plugs)

KB8501 £34.99 (30 jumbo plugs)

KB8502 £89.99 (100 jumbo plugs)

£9.98
SAVE*

BUY 30

12e

12d

12c

12b

8. NEW  Geranium Tall, Dark & 
Handsome ‘Hot Pink’
KB6588 £12.99 (1 x 9cm pot) 

KB7621 £24.99 (3 x 9cm pots)
A stunning geranium with an upright 
habit, dark foliage and hot pink flowers.
HHP  70cm-1m (28-40in). Flowers: Jun-Oct. Sun/
part shade. Pots, borders. Delivery: Apr-May. 

9. Petunia ‘Tidal Wave Improved’
KB8218 £9.99 (12 plugs) 

KB8219 £19.99 (36 plugs) 

KB8220 £24.99 (72 plugs)
Reliable flowering, these fast growing 
petunias make a spectacular display. 
Create a cascade of colour from planters 
and baskets, or train them up a frame, 
such as the Tower Pot™ - see below.
HHA H: 1-2m (3-6ft). Flowers: Jul-Sept. Position: 
Full sun. Suitable for: Borders, containers. Delivery: 
Mar-Apr.

3

2

6 7

4

Mandevilla ‘Bloom Bells® Trio’
KB1716 £38.97 £19.99  
(3 x 10.5cm potted plants,  
1 each of 1a-1c)  SAVE* £18.98

1a

1b

1c

Patio Garden plants Patio Garden plants

Order online www.vanmeuwen.com or by phone 0844 557 1850 3130

1. Mandevilla ‘Bloom Bells®’
1a. ‘Pink’ 
KA6594 £12.99  
(1 x 10.5cm potted plant) 

1b. ‘Red’ 
KA6593 £12.99  
(1 x 10.5cm potted plant)

1c. ‘White’ 
KB0917 £12.99  
(1 x 10.5cm potted plant)
Exquisite climbers for a warm 
conservatory! Produces a sensational 
display of vibrant trumpet shaped 
blooms against glossy, dark foliage. 
HHP H: 150cm (59in). Flowers :Jun-Sept. Position: 
Sun or part shade. Suitable for: Containers, trellis. 
Delivery: Apr-May. 

2. Dahlia ‘Tropical Breeze’
KB2283 £7.99 (1 jumbo plug) 

KB7891 £11.99 (3 jumbo plugs)

KB7892 £17.99 (6 jumbo plugs)

KB7893 £22.99 (9 jumbo plugs)
Large, double, creamy flowers with 
bright pink margins. Great for cutting.
HHP H: 30cm (12in). Flowers: May-Oct  
Position: Sun. Suitable for: Borders, pots and 
cutting. Delivery: Apr-May. 

3. NEW Echinacea  
‘SunMagic Vintage Red’
KB7730 £9.99 (1 jumbo plug) 

KB7731 £18.99 (3 jumbo plugs)  
A magnificently vivid, pink coneflower, 
compact in habit and ideal for a feature 
patio pot, or for spicing up your border. 
HP H: 30cm (12in). Flowers: Jul-Sept. Position: Sun. 
Suitable for: Borders, pots and cutting. Delivery: 
Mar-Apr.

4. Busy Lizzie  
‘Roller Coaster Hot Pink’
KB8025 £12.99 (5 jumbo plugs)

KB8026 £19.99 (10 jumbo plugs)
A weather tolerant and disease 
resistant new guinea impatiens, for a 
superb display of rosebud pink flowers.
HHP H: 45cm (18in). Flowers Jun-Oct. Position: 
Sun or part shade. Suitable for: Bedding, borders, 
containers, baskets. Delivery: Apr-May.

10. Alstroemeria  
‘New Tree Everest Mix’
KB8472 £19.99 (3 jumbo plugs)

KB8473 £34.99 (6 jumbo plugs)
An exotic-looking blend of peruvian 
lilies with a tall habit, stems full of 
vibrant blooms and ideal for cutting.
HP H: 1.5m (5ft). Flowers: Jun-Oct. Position: Sun/
part shade. Suitable for: Borders, pots and cutting. 
Delivery: Apr-May.

11. Thunbergia ‘Sunny Suzy’
KB8480 £11.99 (5 jumbo plugs)

KB8481 £17.99 (10 jumbo plugs)
A truly amazing mix of five super-
bright flower colours over an 
incredible five months of blooming. 
Let them create a fabulous column of 
colour in a Tower Pot™.
HHCl H: 1.8m (6ft). Flowers: Jul-Oct. Position: Sun. 
Suitable for: Borders, pots, trellis and frames. 
Delivery: Mar-Apr.

8

9

10

SPECIAL OFFER 3 Clematis ‘Trio’ £5.99 worth £14.99, see page 45 for details

£18.98
SAVE*
COLLECTION

Tower Pot™ Kits

KA8073 £19.99 (1 x Black & Gold)
KB3574 £34.99 (2 x Black & Gold)

KA8074 £19.99 (1 x Modern Grey)
KA9161 £29.99 (2 x Modern Grey)

KB0564 £19.99 (1 x Barrel Effect)
KB0565 £34.99 (2 x Barrel Effect)
These supportive frames are specially 
designed to train plants into pillars 
of colour on your patio. Easy to 
assemble, the sturdy lattice frame is 
ideal for all types of climbing plants. 
Pot diameter: 
42cm (16in),  
Height:  
31cm (12in).
Total height  
of saucer,  
pot and  
frame:  
1.3m.

5. Alstroemeria ‘Valley’
5a. ‘Spring Valley’
KB2647 £11.99 (1 jumbo plug)

KB7786 £19.99 (3 jumbo plugs)

5b. ‘Holiday Valley’
KA8824 £11.99 (1 jumbo plug)

KB7783 £19.99 (3 jumbo plugs)

5c. ‘Times Valley’
KB2648 £11.99 (1 jumbo plug)

KB7789 £19.99 (3 jumbo plugs)
A compact habit and short stems that 
won’t need staking producing plenty of 
‘peruvian lily’ blooms for a vase indoors.
HP H: 45cm (18in). Flowers: June-October. Position: 
Sun or part shade. Suitable for: Borders and 
containers. Delivery: Mar-Apr.

Alstroemeria ‘Valley’ Collection
KB8514 £35.97 £19.99  
(3 jumbo plugs - 1 each of 5a-5c)  
KB8515 £39.98 £29.99  
(6 jumbo plugs - 2 each of 5a-5c)  
SAVE £9.99

5a

5b 5c

£9.99
SAVE

COLLECTION

Best new compact  

patio alstroemerias
11

12a

Flower heads  

up to 15cm (6in)

 Best for 
size and  
duration  

of flowers

New

New

New

£14.99
SAVE
BUY 72

6. NEW  Sweet Pea  
‘Three Times as Sweet’
KB7701 £9.99  
(3 premium multisown plugs) 

KB7702 £16.99  
(6 premium multisown plugs)
A wonderful and highly fragrant 
variety and the first sweet pea with 
three colours on every bloom. Ideal for 
a Tower Pot™ frame in a patio setting.
HA 1.5-2m (5-6.5ft). Flowers: Jun-Aug. Sun. 
Borders and pots. Delivery: Mar-Apr.

7. Clematis ‘Taiga’
71512 £11.99 (1 x 7cm pot) 

KB6215 £18.99 (2 x 7cm pots)
Layer upon layer of violet petals, are 
delicately tipped with pale green to 
create an amazing contrast. This 
hardy climber, produces countless 
blooms throughout summer.
HCl 2m (6-7ft). Flowers: Jun-Sept. Sun/part shade. 
Borders, pots, walls, fences, trellis, archways and 
pergolas. Delivery: Mar-Apr.
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11. Tree Lily® Collection
11a. ‘Honeymoon’ 
KB2929 £9.99 (3 top-size bulbs) 

11b. ‘Anastasia’ 
KB2932 £9.99 (3 top-size bulbs)

11c. ‘Miss Feya’ 
KB2930 £9.99 (3 top-size bulbs)

11c. ‘Debby’ 
KB2931 £9.99 (3 top-size bulbs)
Marvellous oriental lilies that can grow 
up to 8ft tall in two years. Many highly 
fragrant blooms can develop from one 
single bulb, making these a great way 
to fill-out the back of summer borders.
HBb H: 2.5m (8ft). Bulb size: 16/21. Flowers: Jul-
Aug. Position: Sun/part shade. Suitable for: Borders 
and containers. Delivery: Jan-Mar.

Tree Lily® Collection
KB3114 £39.96 £19.99  
(12 top-size bulbs, 3 each of 11a-11d)
SAVE* £19.97

11b

11c

11d

12 13

7. NEW  Delphinium  
‘Paramo Azul’
KB6261 £9.99 (1 jumbo plug) 

KB7896 £18.99 (3 jumbo plugs)  

KB7897 £29.99 (6 jumbo plugs) 
Robust plants with tall spires of large, 
intense blue flowers in mid-summer. 
Superb for cutting.
HP  1.5m (5ft). Flowers: Jun-Jul. Sun. Borders, pots, 
cottage garden and cutting. Delivery: Mar-Apr. 

8. NEW  Monarda  
‘Electric Neon Pink’
KB8592 £13.99 (3 jumbo plugs) 

KB8593 £19.99 (6 jumbo plugs) 
A compact variety of ‘bergamot’ ideal 
for the summer patio. Bushy, aromatic 
plants are topped with whorls of 
nectar-rich pink flowers all summer.
HP H: 60cm (24in). Flowers: Jul-Sept. Position: Full 
sun. Suitable for: Borders, containers. Delivery: 
May-Jun.

2 3 5

Brugmansia ‘Double 
Fragrant’ Collection
KB0904 £35.97 £19.99  
(3 x 9cm potted plants,  
1 each of 1a-1c)  SAVE* £15.98

Patio Garden plants Patio Garden plants

Order online www.vanmeuwen.com or by phone 0844 557 1850 33

1. Brugmansia ‘Double 
Fragrant’ Collection
1a. ‘Pink’ 
40036 £11.99 (1 x 9cm potted plant) 

1b. ‘Yellow’ 
40037 £11.99 (1 x 9cm potted plant)

1c. ‘White’ 
42526 £11.99 (1 x 9cm potted plant)
A fabulous summer patio shrub with 
trumpet-shaped flowers that emit a 
rich evening fragrance. Move to a frost 
free location over winter. 
TS H: 2m (6-7ft). Flowers :May-Sept. Position: 
Sun. Suitable for: Pots, indoor, conservatory and 
greenhouse. Delivery: Apr-May.

2. Agapanthus ‘Fireworks’
KA3939 £11.99 (1 x 9cm pot) 

KA7198 £24.99  (3 x 9cm pots)  
A stunning bicoloured African Lily 
with two-tone white and blue flowers 
every summer. Evergreen foliage and 
large flower heads make this ideal for 
borders and containers. 
HP H: 60-90cm (24-36in). Flowers: Jul-Sept. 
Position: Sun/part shade. Suitable for: Borders, pots 
and cutting. Delivery: May-Jun.

3. Foxglove ‘Panther’
KB7911 £9.99 (5 Postiplugs)

KB7912 £16.99 (10 Postiplugs)
A compact, garden foxglove with a 
multi-branching habit developing 
masses of flower spikes in summer. 
Ideal for adding to bedding schemes 
and patio containers.
HHP H: 60cm (24in). Flowers Jun-Aug. Position: 
Sun/part shade. Suitable for: Borders and pots. 
Delivery: Mar-Apr.

5. Hibiscus ‘Apollo’
KB0913 £19.99 (1 x 13cm pot) 

KB0914 £29.99 (2 x 13cm pots)
This shrub makes an exotic addition 
to the summer patio with its large 
trumpet blooms in fiery tones. Best 
grown in a pot that can be moved to a 
frost free location over winter.
TS H: 1.5m (5ft). Flowers: May-Oct. Position: Sun. 
Suitable for: Pots, conservatory and greenhouse. 
Delivery: Apr-May. 

6. Corydalis ‘Porcelain Blue’
KB0803 £8.99 (1 jumbo plug) 

KB7882 £14.99 (3 jumbo plugs)  

KB7883 £22.99 (6 jumbo plugs) 
Attractive blue-green foliage sits alongside 
unusual blue flowers, that appear in 
spring and again in late summer. 
HP H: 30cm (12in). Flowers: `Ju-Jun, Sept. Position: 
Sun/part shade. Suitable for: Borders and pots. 
Delivery: Mar-Apr.

9. NEW  Hydrangea ‘Magical Jewel’
KB7727 £16.99 (1 x 12cm pot)

KB7734 £26.99 (2 x 12cm pots)
This compact hydrangea bears large 
clusters of lime green flowers that 
blend to pink or blue - depending 
on soil acidity - and by autumn they 
become cerise.
HS H: 1m (3ft). Flowers: Jul-Nov. Position: Sun/
part shade. Suitable for: Borders and pots. Delivery: 
Feb-Apr.

10. Clematis ‘Kokonoe’
KB2645 £14.99 (1 x 7cm pot)

KB3396 £24.99 (2 x 7cm pots)
An ‘easy to grow’ climber with fully 
double, rich, mauve flowers. Makes a 
superb patio plant when grown up an 
obelisk or Tower Pot™ frame.
HCl 2m (6-7ft). Flowers: Jun-Sept. Position: Sun/
part shade. Suitable for: Borders, pots, trellis, 
frames and pergolas. Delivery: Mar-Apr.

12. Lomandra ‘White Sands’
KB6284 £11.99 (1 x 9cm pot)

KB6290 £24.99 (3 x 9cm pots)
A ‘grass-like’ perennial with slender, 
striped foliage. This ‘all-weather star’ 
soldiers on through heat, drought and 
freezing temperatures down to -10C (14F).
HP H: 70cm (28in). Flowers: May-Jun. Position: Sun/
part shade. Suitable for: Borders, pots, coastal and 
gravel gardens. Delivery: Jan-Mar.

13. NEW  Lavatera  
‘Strawberry Milkshake’
KB7031 £11.99 (1 x 9cm pot)

KB7623 £24.99 (3 x 19cm pots)
Wide flowers like hollyhocks in rose 
pink with red centres are attractive to 
bees and butterflies, and adorn this 
low maintenance shrub in summer.
HS H: 1-1.5m (3-5ft). Flowers: Jun-Sept. Position: 
Sun. Suitable for: Borders and pots. Delivery: 
Mar-Apr.

7 9

Garden Snips 
13015 £5.99 (1 pair)
These handy pocket- 
sized garden snips are great for 
cutting flowers for the house or for 
deadheading your summer annuals.

4. Geranium ‘Splash’
4a. ‘White Splash’
KB7986 £11.99 (5 jumbo plug)

KB7987 £16.99 (10 jumbo plugs)

KB7988 £24.99 (20 jumbo plugs)

4b. ‘Pink Splash’
KB7958 £11.99 (5 jumbo plug)

KB7959 £16.99 (10 jumbo plugs)

KB7960 £24.99 (20 jumbo plugs)
Vibrant summer geraniums with large 
clusters of two-tone flowers.
HHP H: 40cm (16in). Flowers: Jul-Oct. Position: Sun/
part shade. Suitable for: Borders, pots and baskets. 
Delivery: Mar-Apr

1a

1b

1c

£19.97
SAVE

COLLECTION

108

11a

32

£15.98
SAVE

COLLECTION

6

4a

4b

£9.99
SAVE*

BUY 2

£7.99
SAVE

BUY 6

£4.99
SAVE*

BUY 2
Grows 

to 8ft tall
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Plants for Beds and Borders Plants for Beds and Borders

1a

4. Foxglove ‘Candy Mountain’
KB7907 £9.99 (5 Postiplugs)

KB7908 £14.99 (10 Postiplugs)
The first upward facing foxglove. This 
enables you, and the bees, to peep inside 
the stunning rose pink blooms and view 
their delightful freckled throats, which 
appear all the way around the stems.
HB. H: 1.4m (56in). Flowers: Jun-Oct. Position: Sun/part 
shade. Suitable for: Borders and woodland gardens.
Delivery: Mar-Apr.

5. Dianthus ‘Rockin’ Red’
KB7902 £9.99 (12 plugs)

KB7903 £14.99 (24 plugs)
Pillar-box red flowers make an 
exciting display in summer beds and 
borders, gently perfuming the air with 
their sweet, spicy fragrance.
HP. H: 50cm (20in). Flowers: Jun-Aug. Position: Full 
sun. Suitable for: Beds and borders. Delivery: Mar-Apr.

5 Petunia ‘Frills & Spills Superstar’ ONLY £3.99* with every order, worth £12.99 - see page 45 for details

6. Gardenia ‘Celestial Star’
KB2850 £11.99 (1 x 9cm pot)

KB2851 £19.99 (1 x 9cm pots)
Pristine white, fully double blooms with 
tightly scrolled petals at their centre. 
Exquisitely perfumed, double flowers.
HS. H: 1.2m (47in). Flowers: Jul-Sept. Position: 
Dappled shade. Suitable for: Borders and pots. 
Delivery: Mar-Apr.

7. NEW Hydrangea French Bolero
KB6995 £19.99 (1 x 13cm pot)

KB7627 £36.99 (2 x 13cm pots)
A profusion of blooms, which form 
along the entire length of the stems. 
Neat, compact and perfectly hardy, this 
exceptionally elegant shrub makes a 
fantastic specimen for the garden.
HP. H: 1.2m (4ft). Flowers: Jul-Sept Position: Sun/
part shade. Suitable for: Borders and pots. Delivery: 
Apr-May.

1. Fuchsia ‘Hardy Collection’
1a. ‘Delta Sarah’
KB7928 £8.99 (5 Postiplugs)

KB5638 £8.99 (1 x 9cm pot)

KB8896 £14.99 (3 x 9cm pots)

1b. ‘Dollar Princess’
KB7929 £8.99 (5 Postiplugs)

KB5640 £8.99 (1 x 9cm pot)

KB5699 £14.99 (3 x 9cm pots)

1c. ‘Shrimp Cocktail’
KB7933 £8.99 (5 Postiplugs)

KB8887 £8.99 (1 x 9cm pot)

KB8897 £14.99 (3 x 9cm pots)
Rescue a fading summer garden with 
a flurry of colourful blooms that last 
well into autumn.
HP. H: Tr: 30cm (12in). Flowers: Jun-Sept. Position: Sun/
part shade. Suitable for: Borders, baskets and pots.
Delivery: Apr-May (pots), Mar-Apr (plugs).

Fuchsia ‘Hardy Collection’ 

KB8422 £9.99 
(9 Postiplugs, 3 each of 1a-1c)

KB8423 £19.98 £17.99 
(18 Postiplugs, 6 each of 1a-1c) 

KB8861 £26.97 £14.99  
(3 x 9cm pots, 1 each of 1a-1c)

KB8898 £29.98 £24.99  
(6 x 9cm pots, 2 each of 1a-1c)  
SAVE* £4.99

1b

1c

2

3

4

5

6

7

8. Creeping Phlox Collection
KB8428 £7.99 (5 Postiplugs)

KB8429 £9.99 (10 Postiplugs)

KB8431 £16.99 (20 Postiplugs)

KB8432 £34.99 (50 Postiplugs)
Underplant trees, shrubs and tall 
perennials, soften path edging or 
cover awkward slopes and banks.
HP. H: 15cm (6in). Flowers: Apr-Jun. Position: Full sun. 
Suitable for: Beds and ground cover. Delivery: Mar-Apr.

9. Pinks ‘Gran’s Favourite’
KB7900 £9.99 (5 Postiplugs)

KB7901 £14.99 (10 Postiplugs)
Popular for its white blooms with 
raspberry picotee edges. The clove 
scented flowers are produced in 
abundance.
HP. H: 40cm (16in). Flowers: Jun-Sept. Position: Full 
sun. Suitable for: Borders and cutting. Delivery: Mar-Apr.

12. Hardy Gerbera  
‘Sweet Collection’
12a. ‘Sweet Dreams’
47372 £11.99 (1 x 7cm pot)

12b. ‘Sweet Glow’
47373 £11.99 (1 x 7cm pot)

12c. ‘Sweet Honey’
47374 £11.99 (1 x 7cm pot)
Blooming reliably from June to October, 
these wonderful clump forming hardy 
perennials make a big impact in your 
garden. Perfect for cut flowers too!
HP. H: 45cm (18in). Flowers: Jun-Oct. Position: Full sun. 
Suitable for: Borders, cutting and pots. Delivery: Apr-May.

Hardy Gerbera  
‘Sweet Collection’
KA7752 £35.97 £19.99 (3 x 7cm 
pots, 1 each of 12a-12c)  
SAVE* £15.98

13. Salvia ‘Lips’ Collection
13a. ‘Amethyst Lips’
KB2123 £9.99 (1 x 9cm pot)

KB8278 £9.99 (3 jumbo plugs)

13a. ‘Cherry Lips’
KB2124 £9.99 (1 x 9cm pot)

KB8279 £9.99 (3 jumbo plugs)

13a. ‘Hot Lips’
KB2125 £9.99 (1 x 9cm pot)

KB8280 £9.99 (3 jumbo plugs)
A profusion of bicolour blooms make a 
showy display from summer through 
to autumn. Blackcurrant scented 
foliage adds to the appeal of these 
hardy perennials.
HHP. H: 90cm (35in). Flowers: Jul-Oct. Position: Full 
sun. Suitable for: Borders, cutting and pots. Delivery: 
Apr-May (pots), Mar-Apr (plugs).

Salvia ‘Lips Collection’ 

KB8512 £9.99 
(3 jumbo plugs, 1 each of 13a-13c)

KB8513 £29.97 £19.99 
(9 jumbo plugs, 3 each of 13a-13c) 

KB3098 £29.97 £19.99  
(3 x 9cm pots, 1 each of 13a-13c)  
SAVE* £9.98

8

10

11

12a 12b

12c

13a

13b

13c

£9.98
SAVE*

BUY 3

£4.99
SAVE*

BUY 3

£4.99
SAVE*

BUY 10

£7.99
FROM

£3.99
SAVE*

BUY 2
£11.98

SAVE*
BUY 3

£44.91
SAVE*

BUY 50

2. Astrantia ‘Moulin Rouge’
KA8512 £8.99 (1 jumbo plug)

KB7805 £17.99 (3 jumbo plugs)

KB7806 £24.99 (6 jumbo plugs)
Bright red, pincushion flowers perch 
delicately upon slender stems, swaying 
gently above loose clumps of foliage.
HP. H: 45cm (18in). Flowers: Jun-Aug. Position: Sun/part 
shade. Suitable for: Borders and cutting. Delivery: Mar-Apr.

3. Diascia ‘Eternal Flame’
KB8478 £7.99 (3 Postiplugs)

KB8479 £12.99 (9 Postiplugs)
Slender spires, packed with pretty 
tubular blooms, over a remarkably long 
flowering period. Fill your garden with 
vibrant shades of orange and pink from 
June to October.
HHA. H: 30cm (11in). Flowers: Jun-Oct. Position: Full 
sun. Suitable for: Beds, borders and pots. Delivery: 
Mar-Apr.

10. Sambucus ‘Black Beauty’
KA7533 £13.99 (1 x 9cm pot)

KA7895 £21.99 (2 x 9cm pots)
Sweet, lemon-scented blooms are 
carried in dense panicles in early 
summer, and later replaced by glossy 
black elderberries that are loved by 
birds.
HS. H: 6m (20ft). Flowers: Jun-Sept. Position: Sun/part 
shade. Suitable for: Borders and woodland gardens. 
Delivery: Feb-Apr.

11. NEW Sunflower 
‘SunBelieveable™’ ‘Golden Girl’
KB7027 £11.99 (1 x 9cm pot)

KB7625 £19.99 (2 x 9cm pots)
These hybrid sunflowers will put all 
their energy into producing thousands 
of dazzling flowers all summer long.
HHA 60cm (24in). Flowers: Jun-Nov. Sun/part shade. 
Borders, bedding and pots. Delivery: Apr-May.

New

New9
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SPECIAL OFFER 10 Fuchsia ‘Trailing Mixed’ ONLY £4.99 worth £14.99 - see page 45 for details

Geranium ‘Hardy Collection’ 

KB8538 £16.99 
(3 jumbo plugs, 1 each of 3a-3c)

KB8539 £33.98 £24.99 
(6 jumbo plugs, 2 each of 3a-3c)  
SAVE* £8.99

1. NEW Jasmine ‘Starry Starry 
Summer Scent’
KB7026 £12.99 (1 x 9cm pot)

KB7622 £38.97 £29.99  
(3 x 9cm pots) SAVE* £8.98
A treat for the senses - sweetly 
scented and a vision to behold! The 
starry pink flowers fade to white at the 
edge of each petal, giving it a pretty 
bicolour appearance. 
HCl. H: 3m (10ft). Flowers: Jun-Aug. Position: Sun/part 
shade. Suitable for: Borders, pots, trellis and walls. 
Delivery: May-Jun.

2. Daphne ‘Eternal Fragrance’
KB7507 £19.99 (1 x 15cm pot)

KB7585 £34.99 (2 x 15cm pots)
Non-stop blooms from April to 
October make Daphne ‘Eternal 
Fragrance’ unbeatable for flowers 
and fragrance. This unusual semi-
evergreen Daphne flowers on new 
growth, so they just keep coming!
HS. H: 90cm (36in). Flowers: Apr-Oct. Position: Sun/
part shade. Suitable for: Borders and pots. Delivery: 
Jan-Mar.

8. NEW Cortadera ‘Tiny Pampa’
KB7492 £16.99 (1 x 9cm pot)

KB8908 £26.99 (2 x 9cm pots)
The world’s first dwarf pampas grass 
growing to just 60cm tall that’s perfect 
for smaller gardens or a container on 
the patio. An abundance of flowers 
even as a young plant. Adds texture to 
planting schemes.
HS. 60cm (24in). Full sun. Borders and pots. Delivery: 
May-Jun.

9. Clematis Montanna ‘Mayleen’
10046 £9.99 (1 x 7cm pot)

KB6199 £19.99 (3 x 7cm pots)

59425 £22.99 (1 x 2 litre pot)

KB5944 £39.99 (2 x 2 litre pots)
Known as the ‘mile-a-minute’ 
clematis. Clematis montana ‘Mayleen’ 
is the best scented Clematis montana 
too, with delightful satin-pink ruffled 
blooms. As if that wasn’t enough, it 
has sparkling bronze foliage too.
HCl. H: 10m (33ft). Flowers: Apr-Jun. Position: Sun/part 
shade. Suitable for: Borders, fences and walls. Delivery: 
Mar-Apr (7cm), Jul-Aug (2l).

3. Geranium ‘Hardy Collection’
3a. ‘Azure Skies’
KB7961 £16.99 (3 jumbo plugs)   
3b. ‘Laura’
KB7966 £16.99 (3 jumbo plugs)   
3c. ‘Summer Skies’
KB7969 £16.99 (3 jumbo plugs)   
Hardy Geraniums are cottage garden 
essentials, providing an abundance 
of colourful blooms in summer. Every 
bloom is a pretty posy and unlike their 
single flowered relations, these hardy 
geraniums won’t self seed, so the 
flowers last even longer. 
HP H: 60cm (24in). Flowers: May-Sept. Position: 
Sun/part shade. Suitable for: Beds and pots. 
Delivery: Mar-Apr.

Lavender ‘Butterfly Summer 
Collection’ 

KB8590 £39.96 £24.99  
(20 Postiplugs, 5 each of 4a-4d)  
SAVE* £14.97

4. Lavender  
‘Butterfly Summer Collection’
4a. NEW ‘Twin Summer’
KB8591 £9.99 (5 Postiplugs)     
4b. ‘Garden Pink Summer 
Improved’
KB8049 £9.99 (5 Postiplugs)   
4c. ‘White Giant Summer 
Improved’
KB8050 £9.99 (5 Postiplugs)

4d. ‘Favourite Sumer Improved’
KB8048 £9.99 (5 Postiplugs) 
Richly aromatic and loved by bees. 
These improved varieties boast excellent 
health and a bushy, compact habit.
HS H: 60cm (24in). Flowers: Jun-Sept. Position: 
Sun/part shade. Suitable for: Borders, pots and 
wildlife gardens. Delivery: Apr-May.

Canna ‘Tropicanna Trio’ 

KA9500 £38.97 £24.99 
(3 x 9cm pots, 1 each of 7a-7c)

SAVE* £13.98

7. Canna ‘Tropicanna Trio’
7a. ‘Tropicanna’
KA8513 £12.99 (1 x 9cm pot)   
7b. ‘Tropicanna Black’
KA8515 £12.99 (1 x 9cm pot)     
7c. ‘Tropicanna Gold’
KA8514 £12.99 (1 x 9cm pot)   
These tropical beauties will turn the 
heat up in your borders and containers 
this summer! Exotic blooms rise upon 
sturdy stems above clumps of broad, 
showy foliage. The leaves are brightly 
coloured, making a spectacular focal 
point in borders or containers. Despite 
their tropical looks, these majestic 
plants are easy to grow.
HHP H: 1.5m (60in). Flowers: Jun-Sept. Position: 
Full sun. Suitable for: Borders, conservatories and 
pots. Delivery: Mar-Apr.

Weigela  
‘Towers of Flowers Duo’

KB5878 £29.98 £24.99 
(2 x 9cm pots, 1 each of 12a & 12b)

SAVE* £4.99

12. NEW Weigela  
‘Towers of Flowers Duo’
12a. ‘Apple Blossom’
KB5263 £14.99 (1 x 9cm pot) 

KB5876 £24.99 (2 x 9cm pots)   
12b. ‘Cherry’
KB5264 £14.99 (1 x 9cm pot)   
KB5877 £24.99 (2 x 9cm pot)  
A spectacular display in May and 
June. Perfect for even the smallest 
of garden! These narrow, deciduous 
shrubs produce an abundance of 
trumpet-shaped blooms along the 
entire length of each stem, creating 
splendid pillars of colour.
HS H: 1.2m (48in). Flowers: May-Jun. Position: 
Sun/part shade. Suitable for: Borders and pots. 
Delivery: Mar-May.

10. Scabious ‘Kudos Duo’
10a. ‘Purple’
KB8282 £9.99 (5 Postiplugs)

KB8283 £17.99 (10 Postiplugs)   
10b. ‘White’
KB8284 £9.99 (5 Postiplugs) 

KB8285 £17.99 (10 Postiplugs)   
Now not just for cottage garden 
borders, but also working to great 
effect in patio pots and containers, our 
Scabious ‘Kudos’ Collection is a huge 
favourite of bees and butterflies. 
HP H: 45cm (18in). Flowers: Jul-Sept. Position: Sun/
part shade. Suitable for: Borders and pots. Delivery: 
Mar-Apr.

11. Wiseteria ‘Sinensis’
42974 £12.99 (1 x 9cm pot)

KB6206 £19.99 (2 x 9cm pots)
Heavenly scented lilac-blue pendants 
create a breathtaking sight as they 
arrive in abundance each May attracting 
bees and pollinators to your garden.
HS. H: 9m (28ft). Flowers: May-Jun. Position: Sun/part 
shade. Suitable for: Fences and walls. Delivery: Feb-Apr.

Scabious ‘Kudos Duo’ 

KB8477 £19.98 £17.99 
(10 Postiplugs, 5 each of 10a & 10b)

SAVE* £1.991

2

4a 4b 4c

4d

5 6

3a

3c

5. Nandina ‘Obsessed’
KB0730 £14.99 (1 x 9cm pot)

KB0796 £24.99 (2 x 9cm pots)
The new foliage of Nandina domestica 
‘Obsessed’ is bright, coppery-red in 
spring, retaining its colour for many 
months before slowly maturing to 
dark green as the year progresses. 
Midsummer brings new interest as 
the white flowers appear in showy 
panicles.
HS. H: 70cm (27in). Flowers: Jul. Position: Full sun 
Suitable for: Borders and pots. Delivery: Mar-Apr.

6. Sedum ‘Sunsparkler Wildfire’
KB4454 £7.99 (1 jumbo plug)

KB8286 £23.97 £12.99  
(3 jumbo plugs) SAVE* £10.98
Glowing ruby-red leaves are edged 
with brilliant pink margins. The 
succulent foliage covers its spreading 
stems, to form a dense, low cushion of 
vibrant colour.
HP. H: 15cm (6in). Flowers: Jun-Oct. Position: Full 
sun. Suitable for: Borders, pots and rockeries. 
Delivery: Mar-Apr.

3b

New
New

£10.98
SAVE*

BUY 3

£8.98
SAVE*

BUY 3

£14.97
SAVE*

BUY 20
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9 11
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BUY 2

£4.99
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BUY 2
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SPECIAL OFFER 72 Busy Lizzie ‘Accent Mixed’ ONLY £4.99 worth £14.99 - see page 45 for details

Crocosmia  
‘Firestarters Collection’ 

KB3115 £39.97 £24.99 
(3 x 9cm pots, 1 each of 1a-1c)  
SAVE* £13.98

1. Crocosmia  
‘Firestarters Collection’
1a. ‘Firestarter’
KB2977 £12.99 (1 x 9cm pot)   
1b. ‘Hot Spot’
KB2978 £12.99 (1 x 9cm pot)   
1c. ‘Scorchio’
KB2979 £12.99 (1 x 9cm pot)   
Specially bred for their glowing 
bicolour blooms and dense, clump 
forming habit, the Firestars Series 
create a real sensation in herbaceous 
borders. These hardy, perennials 
produce arching flower stems that rise 
above the upright, sword-shaped foliage. 
HP H: 75cm (29in). Flowers: Jul-Aug. Position: Sun/
part shade. Suitable for: Beds and pots. Delivery: 
Apr-May.

2. Hydrangea ‘Vanille Fraise’
12215 £9.99 (1 x 8cm pot)

KB6691 £17.99 (2 x 8cm pots)
Blooms emerge pure white then 
mature through the season to a 
delicious raspberry pink. Hydrangea 
‘Vanille Fraise’ is easy to grow and 
perfect for those problematic north-
facing areas, due to its extreme 
hardiness - down to -20C!
HS. H: 1.8m (6ft). Flowers: Jul-Sept. Position: Sun/part 
shade. Suitable for: Borders. Delivery: Feb-Apr.

3. NEW Penstemon  
‘Harlequin Lilac’
KB8602 £8.99 (3 Postiplugs)

KB8603 £17.98 £14.99  
(6 Postiplugs) SAVE* £2.99
A continuous display of flowers 
from early summer to late autumn. 
Delicate white bell-shaped blooms 
tipped with lilac. Loved by bees and 
pollinators.
HP. H: 50cm (20in). Flowers: Jun-Sept. Position: 
Sun/part shade. Suitable for: Borders and pots. 
Delivery: Mar-Apr.

5. Salvia ‘Lake Collection’
5a. ‘Lake Tahoe’
KB8277 £9.99 (3 jumbo plugs)   
5b. ‘Strawberry Lake’
KB8281 £9.99 (3 jumbo plugs)   
5c. ‘Lake McKenzie’
KB8276 £9.99 (3 jumbo plugs)   
The open-mouthed flowers contrast 
beautifully with their black buds and 
stems, creating a beguiling display that 
will last all summer. These compact 
Salvias boast attractive, heart-shaped 
foliage that makes them superb 
container plants. 
HHP H: 45cm (18in). Flowers: Jun-Sept. Position: 
Full sun. Suitable for: Borders , pots and wildlife 
gardens. Delivery: Mar-Apr.

Salvia ‘Lake Collection’ 

KB8536 £9.99 
(3 jumbo plugs, 1 each of 5a-5c) 

KB8537 £19.98 £18.99 
(6 jumbo plugs, 2 each of 5a-5c)  
SAVE* 99p

4. NEW Summer Iris
4a. ‘Cranberry Swirl’
KB7430 £12.99 (1 x 7cm pot)  
KB7605 £24.99 (3 x 7cm pot)    
4b. ‘Sharp Dressed Man’
KB7432 £12.99 (1 x 7cm pot)  
KB7607 £24.99 (3 x 7cm pot)    
4c. ‘Comme un sourire’
KB7429 £12.99 (1 x 7cm pot)  
KB7604 £24.99 (3 x 7cm pot)    
4d. ‘Metolius Blues ’
KB7431 £12.99 (1 x 7cm pot)  
KB7606 £24.99 (3 x 7cm pot)   
Bearded Iris are prized for their 
ostentatious blooms and bold colour 
combinations and these varieties are 
no exception! Blooming from June 
to July, these majestic iris are sure 
to turn heads. The tall blooms make 
showy cut flowers, and provide a lovely 
focal point in sunny borders. 
HP H: 80-100cm (31-39in). Flowers: Jun-Jul. 
Position: Sun/part shade. Suitable for: Borders, 
cutting and pots. Delivery: Apr-May.

1a

2

1b

1c

3

4a

4b
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4d

5a 5b 5c

New

£13.98
SAVE*

BUY 3

6. Aquilegia Mrs Scott Elliott’
74426 £12.99 (15 garden ready)

63852 £13.99 (1 x 1 litre pot)

KB8961 £24.99 (3 x 1 litre pots)
The striking flowers of Aquilegia ‘Miss 
Scott Elliott’ - in a range of pretty 
colours - shades of lilac, creamy 
white, red and yellow - are carried 
delicately on tall wiry stems.
HP. H: 60cm (24in). Flowers: May-Jul. Position: Sun/
part shade. Suitable for: Borders and cutting. Delivery: 
May-Jun (garden ready), Feb-Apr (pots).

7. Californian Lilac  
Ceanothus thyrsiflorus var. repens

45016 £9.99 (1 x 9cm pot)

KA7927 £16.99 (2 x 9cm pots)
This spreading shrub forms shapely low 
mounds of evergreen foliage that creates 
fabulous groundcover. In late spring, this 
Californian Lilac is smothered in masses 
of powder blue flowers that create a 
wonderful, soft hazy appearance. 
HS. H: 1m (3ft). Flowers: May-Jun. Position: Full sun. 
Suitable for: Borders and wildlife gardens. Delivery: 
Feb-Apr.

8. Chaenomeles  
‘Crimson and Gold’
KB1163 £12.99 (1 x 9cm pot)

KB1376 £19.99 (2 x 9cm pots)
Vibrant red blooms, each with 
contrasting golden anthers. The nectar 
rich flowers are followed by aromatic 
golden yellow fruits which can be 
made into jellies and preserves.
HS. H: 1m (3ft). Flowers: Mar-Apr. Position: Sun/part 
shade. Suitable for: Borders and woodland gardens. 
Delivery: Mar-Apr.

9. Delphinium  
‘Magic Fountains Mix’
74428 £13.99 (15 garden ready)

64038 £11.99 (1 x 1 litre pot)

KB8957 £17.99 (2 x 1 litre pots)
Majestic spires of white, lilac and blue 
delphinium flowers in a blend of no less 
than seven shades! This compact dwarf 
variety has all the presence of its taller 
cousins without the need for staking.
HP. H: 90cm (36in). Flowers: Jun-Jul. Position: Full 
sun. Suitable for: Borders and cutting. Delivery: May-
Jun (garden ready), Mar-Apr (pots).

10. Gaillardia ‘Arizona Sun’
KA8703 £13.99 (15 garden ready)

64144 £12.99 (1 x 1 litre pot)

KB8959 £19.99 (2 x 1 litre pots)
A fantastic blanket flower that is 
guaranteed to add extra cheer to any 
flower border. The two-tone red and 
yellow petals are vibrant enough to 
shine through and warm any area with 
their cheery, daisy-style blooms.
HP. H: 30cm (12in). Flowers: Jun-Jul. Position: Full 
sun. Suitable for: Bedding, borders and pots. Delivery: 
May-Jun (garden ready), Mar-Apr (pots).

11. Phlox ‘Pharaoh Blue Eyes’
KB8233 £9.99 (5 Postiplugs)

KB8234 £16.99 (10 Postiplugs)
Useful for dry, sunny spots and parched 
ground where other plants just won’t 
grow! Once established, Phlox ‘Pharoah 
Blue Eye’ will produce an impenetrable 
mat of fragrant flowers, suppressing 
weeds and resisting drought!
HP. H: 15cm (6in). Flowers: Apr-Jun. Position: Full 
sun. Suitable for: Bedding, borders and woodland 
gardens. Delivery: Mar-Apr.

12. Rudbeckia ‘Goldsturm’
KA3904 £9.99 (1 x 9cm pot)

KA4099 £19.99 (3 x 9cm pots)
Bright, golden-yellow, daisy-like 
flowers with dark button eyes that 
make excellent cut flowers. Radiant, 
coneflowers are produced over a long 
period, attracting bees and butterflies 
to their long lasting blooms. 
HP. H: 60cm (24in). Flowers: Mar-Apr. Position: 
Sun/part shade. Suitable for: Borders and cutting. 
Delivery: Mar-Apr.

13. Verbena Bonariensis
74436 £14.99 (15 garden ready)

KA3909 £12.99 (1 x 1 litre pot)

KB8915 £19.99 (2 x 1 litre pots)
Robust plants, with wiry stems topped 
by floating clouds of eye-catching, 
rosy lavender blooms. Plant Verbena 
bonariensis amongst other perennials 
to add height and an air of tranquillity 
in your borders. 
HP. H: 1.2m (4ft). Flowers: Mar-Apr. Position: Sun/
part shade. Suitable for: Borders. Delivery: May-Jun 
(garden ready), Mar-Apr (pots).
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SPECIAL OFFER 3 Clematis ‘Trio’ only £5.99 worth £14.99, see page 45 for details

2. Cucumber Glasshouse Duo
2a. Bella 
KB8330 £7.99 (3 jumbo plugs) 
2b. Nimrod 
KB8333 £7.99 (3 jumbo plugs)
A perfect greenhouse cucumber duo - 
both female types, produce a bumper 
harvest of fresh, crisp fruits.  
HHA H: 3m (10ft). Harvest: Jul-Oct. Position: Sun. 
Suitable for: Kitchen garden. Delivery: Mar-Apr.

Order online www.vanmeuwen.com or by phone 0844 557 185040 41

Grow Your Own Vegetables Grow Your Own Tomatoes

15b

7. Sweet Potato Erato Orange
KB8356 £11.99 (6 jumbo plugs) 
KB8357 £18.99 (12 jumbo plugs)
Packed with vitamins A, C and B6 as 
well as dietary fibre. A creamy texture 
and a sweet-spicy flavour.
TT H: 3m (9.8ft). Harvest : Jul-Oct. Position: Sun. 
Suitable for: Kitchen garden. Delivery: Mar-Apr.

Cucumber Glasshouse Duo
KB8486 £15.98 £12.99 (6 x jumbo 
plugs, 3 each of 2a & 2b) SAVE £3.99

4. Runner Bean Collection
4a. Enorma 
KB8353 £14.99 (15 jumbo plugs) 

4b. Moonlight 
KB8308 £14.99 (15 jumbo plugs)

4c. Firestorm 
KB8307 £14.99 (15 jumbo plugs)
A superb collection of long slender 
pods with an excellent flavour.
HHA H: 3m (9-10ft). Harvest: Jul-Aug. Position: Full 
sun. Suitable for: Kitchen garden. Delivery: Mar-Apr. 

Runner Bean Collection
KB8455 £14.99  
(15 jumbo plugs, 5 each of 4a-4c)     

15. Tomato Sweetest Duo 

15a. Sweet Aperitif 
KB8366 £7.99 (3 Postiplugs) 
KB8367 £9.99 (6 Postiplugs) 
KA9202 £6.99 (1 x 8.5cm pot) 
KA9203 £11.99 (3 x 8.5cm pots)

15b. Sungold 
KB8364 £7.99 (3 Postiplugs) 
KB8365 £9.99 (6 Postiplugs) 
KA9200 £6.99 (1 x 8.5cm pot) 
KA9201 £11.99 (3 x 8.5cm pots)
Cascading trusses of bite-sized, 
thin-skinned fruit which have an 
exceptionally high sugar content. 
These golden and red tomatoes make a 
colourful addition to salads.
HHA H: 2m (6ft). Harvest: Jul-Oct. Position: Full sun. 
Suitable for: Kitchen garden. Delivery: Mar-May. 

Sweetest Tomato Duo
KB8463 £12.99  
(10 Postiplugs, 5 each of 15a & 15b) 
KB8761 £19.98 £19.99  
(6 x 8.5cm potted plants, 3 each  
of 15a & 15b) SAVE* £2.99   

incredicrop® Fertiliser
58828 £6.99 (100g)
79266 £12.99 (750g)
Enjoy up to 400% more fruit with our 
exclusive plant fertiliser offering a 
simple, controlled release for the most 
incredible harvest. Despatch: within 24 hrs.

incredicrop® Grow Bag
KA7221 £11.99  
(1 x 35 litre bag + 100g incredicrop®)
KA7222 £19.99  
(2 x 35 litre bags + 2 x 100g incredicrop®)
Make growing your own vegetables 
even easier in the greenhouse, or on 
the patio!  Despatch: 3 days.

Garden Grow  
4 Tier Tomato 
Tower
G2202  
£19.99 (Each)
This innovative 
four-tier self-
watering tomato 
tower features a 
reservoir at the 
base of the pot 
and a 4-tier frame. 
Despatch: 3 days.

Garden Grow Snail Collar/waterer
81974 £8.99 (Pack of 3)
Dual purpose collar; creates a useful 
reservoir for watering your tomatoes 
and veg plants, with a protective ‘lip’ 
to prevent snails from reaching them. 
Despatch: Jan-Mar.

Tomato Growing 
Support
81879  
£11.99 (Each)
KA6818  
£24.99 (Pack of 3)
Simply pushes into 
the soil around the 
tomato plant. The 
horizontal rings 
provide support 
for the trusses. 
Despatch: Feb-Mar.

12. NEW Tomato Rubylicious
KB8372 £7.99 (3 Postiplugs) 
KB8373 £9.99 (6 Postiplugs)
Exceptional sweet flavour and superb 
blight resistance. Each truss produces 
up to 12 orangey-red, cherry tomatoes.
HHA H: 2m (6ft). Harvest: Jul-Oct. Position: Full sun. 
Suitable for: Kitchen garden. Delivery: Mar-Apr. 

11. Tomato ‘Moneymaker’
KB8370 £7.99 (3 Postiplugs) 
KB8371 £9.99 (6 Postiplugs) 
KA9210 £6.99 (1 x 8.5cm pot) 
KA9211 £11.99 (3 x 8.5cm pots)
Reliably produces plenty of smooth, 
medium-size fruits throughout the 
summer with exceptional flavour. 
HHA H: 2m (6ft). Harvest: Jul-Oct. Position: Full sun. 
Suitable for: Kitchen garden. Delivery: Mar-May.

13. Tomato ‘Shirley’
KB8374 £7.99 (3 Postiplugs) 
KB8375 £9.99 (6 Postiplugs) 
KA9197 £6.99 (1 x 8.5cm pot) 
KA9198 £11.99 (3 x 8.5cm pots)
Remains one of the most popular 
varieties for cultivating in cold or 
slightly heated greenhouses.
HHA H: 2m (6ft). Harvest: Jul-Oct. Position: Full sun. 
Suitable for: Kitchen garden. Delivery: Mar-May.

9. Tomato Bite Size
KB8362 £7.99 (3 Postiplugs) 
KB8363 £9.99 (6 Postiplugs)
Masses of small, super-sweet cherry 
tomatoes are borne on long trusses. 
Up to 6 kg of fruit from each plant.
HHA H: 2m (6ft). Harvest: Jul-Oct. Position: Full sun. 
Suitable for: Kitchen garden. Delivery: Mar-Apr. 

14. Tomato Tumbling Tom Red
KB8376 £7.99 (3 Postiplugs) 
KB8377 £9.99 (6 Postiplugs) 
KA9191 £6.99 (1 x 8.5cm pot) 
KA9192 £11.99 (3 x 8.5cm pots)
A truly trailing tomato which is perfect 
for growing in containers and hanging 
baskets for sweet juicy tomatoes.
HHA Tr: 30cm (12in). Harvest: Jul-Oct. Position: Full 
sun. Suitable for: Kitchen garden. Delivery: Mar-May. 

10. Tomato Beefmaster
KB8360 £7.99 (3 Postiplugs) 
KB8361 £9.99 (6 Postiplugs) 
KA9195 £7.99 (1 x 9cm pot) 
KA9196 £12.99 (3 x 9cm pots)
The classic, meaty fruits, each 
weighing up to 2lb have a delicate, 
sweet flavour.
HHA H: 2m (6ft). Harvest: Jul-Oct. Position: Full sun. 
Suitable for: Kitchen garden. Delivery: Mar-Apr. 

New

1. Beetroot Boltardy
KB8309 £7.99 (24 plugs)

KB8310 £11.99 (48 plugs)
Produces good yields of deep red, globe 
shaped roots with a superb sweet 
flavour and tender, ring free flesh.
HA H: 30cm (12in). Harvest: Jun-Oct. Position: Sun. 
Suitable for: Kitchen garden. Delivery: Mar-Apr. 6. Courgette Colour Collection

6a. Defender 
KB8325 £6.99 (3 jumbo plugs) 

6b. Orelia 
KB8327 £6.99 (3 jumbo plugs)

6c. Safari 
KB8329 £6.99 (3 jumbo plugs)
A collection of three of our most 
popular courgette plants giving you a 
great choice of colour on your plate.
HHA H: 45cm (18in). Harvest: Jun-Aug. Position: Full 
sun. Suitable for: Kitchen garden. Delivery: Mar-Apr. 

Courgette Colour Collection
KB8453 £12.99  
(6 jumbo plugs, 2 each of 6a-6c)     

3. Leek Mercurian F1
KB8345 £11.99 (25 postiplugs) 
KB8346 £19.99 (50 postiplugs)
A strong growing autumn variety with 
long white stems.
HB H: 45cm (18in). Harvest : Oct-Feb. Position: Sun. 
Suitable for: Kitchen garden. Delivery: Mar-Apr.

5. Sprouting Broccoli Red Fire
KB8312 £9.99 (10 postiplugs) 
KB8313 £16.99 (20 postiplugs)
Purple sprouting variety that will 
product lots of attractive and delicious 
tender spears on tall, strong plants.
HB H: 90cm (35in). Harvest : Jun-Oct. Position: Sun/
part shade. Suitable for: Kitchen garden. Del: Mar-Apr.

8. NEW Hot Chilli Collection
KB8876 £11.99 (3 x 9cm pots) 
KB8996 £19.99 (6 x 9cm pots)
Three fiery hot peppers are perfect for 
growing on a sunny windowsill on a patio 
in the summer. Collection includes 8a Hot 
Fajita 8b Cayenne and 8c Hot Burrito
HHA H: 75cm (30in). Harvest : Jun-Oct. Position: Sun/
part shade. Suitable for: Kitchen garden. Del: Apr-May.
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Full Season  
Blueberry Collection

KA9387 £35.97 £19.99  
(3 x 9cm pots, 1 of each)  
SAVE £15.98

1c

Order online www.vanmeuwen.com or by phone 0844 557 185042 43

Fruit GardenFruit Garden

11. NEW Fig Little Miss Figgy
KB2925 £17.99 (1 x 9cm pot) 

KB5859 £29.99 (2 x 9cm pots)
Little Miss Figgy’ is a very compact, 
dwarf size fig that is hardier than 
comparable figs. Only growing to 
about 90cm high and wide make ‘Little 
Miss Figgy perfect in a pot on your 
patio or balcony. Little Miss Figgy’ 
produces two crops per year, in late 
Spring and early Autumn. 
HS 90cm (36in). Harvest: Aug-Sept. Position: Sun/
part shade. Suitable for: Border and containers. 
Delivery: Feb-Mar.

Patio Fruit Trees
Full of flavour but small enough to grow 
on your balcony or patio. These fruit 
trees produce large fruits on a dwarf 
stem growing only 1m tall. 
Height supplied: 30-40cm in 9cm pots.  
Delivery: Feb-Mar.

6. Apple Golden Delicious
10395 £14.99 (1 x 9cm potted plant)
Easy to grow variety produces 
golden-green apples that store well 
over a long period. Rootstock: M9

7. Apple Gala
42023 £14.99 (1 x 9cm potted plant)
Attractive, red flushed fruits with a 
sweet flavour. Rootstock: M27.

Patio Fruit Tree Collection 

KB6209 £74.95 £49.99  
(5 trees - 1 each of 6-10)
SAVE £24.96

Strawberry Support Frame
KB2706 £5.99 (Each)
KB2707 £9.99 (Pack of 5)
KB2708 £16.99 (Pack of 10)
Keeps ripening fruits off the ground. 
Made from durable, weatherproof plastic 
it increases air circulation and reduces 
risk of rot. D: 30cm (12in) Delivery: 3 days

8. Cherry Sylvia
10442 £14.99 (1 x 9cm potted plant)
Makes a great focal point in spring as 
pale pink cherry blossom cloaks the 
branches. Rootstock: Gisella 6

9. Pear Conference
42025 £14.99 (1 x 9cm potted plant)
The long bell shaped fruits with firm 
flesh and a smooth juicy flavour. 
Rootstock: Quince A

10. Plum Black Amber
10632 £14.99 (1 x 9cm potted plant)
Rounded, firm purple fruits with a 
tasty juicy texture. Rootstock: 
Ferlinane

Full Season  
Strawberry Collection
HP Harvest: July-September. Delivery: Jan-Mar.

Extend the cropping season with our 
specially selected collection so that you 
can keep harvesting a constant supply of 
delicious sweet, juicy strawberries. 

3a. Cambridge Favourite
14252 £9.99 (12 bare roots)

65362 £18.99 (24 bare roots)

3b. Florence
13898 £9.99 (12 bare roots)

65254 £18.99 (24 bare roots)

3c. Honeoye
14327 £9.99 (12 bare roots)

KB3075 £18.99 (24 bare roots)

How your dwarf  
fruit tree arrives

3c

3b
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 SAVE£24.96
on 5 patio trees!

Full Season  
Raspberry Collection
HS Harvest: June-October. Delivery: Jan-Mar.

Enjoy fresh raspberries from late June 
all the way through to mid October with 
these British-Bred, superbly flavoured, 
heavy cropping varieties. 

2a. Glen Prosen
72414 £12.99 (6 canes)

72413 £19.99 (12 canes)

2b. Glen Ample
14260 £12.99 (6 canes)

14249 £19.99 (12 canes)

2c. Autumn Bliss
15007 £12.99 (6 canes)

42066 £19.99 (12 canes)

Full Season  
Raspberry Collection

72388 £14.99 (9 canes - 3 of each)
72389 £29.98 £22.99
(18 canes - 6 of each)  SAVE £6.99

2c

2b

2a

Full Season  
Strawberry Collection

KB3076 £9.99 (12 bare roots - 4 of each)
KB3077 £29.97 £19.99
(36 bare roots - 12 of each)  SAVE £9.98

£6.99
SAVE

BUY 18
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12. NEW Lowberries
Enjoy bumper crops of fresh berries 
straight from your own garden! With 
a neat and compact habit, these new 
lowberries are ideal for patio pots. 
Delicious, sweet and juicy fruits over a 
long period – perfect for eating fresh 
from the plant or making delicious 
jams and crumbles! 

12a. Raspberry Little Sweet Sister
KB7495 £14.99 (1 x 12cm pot) 

KB7504 £24.99 (2 x 12cm pots)

12b. Blackberry Little Black Prince 
KB7549 £14.99 (1 x 13cm pot)  
KB7550 £24.99 (2 x 13cm pots)
HS 90cm (36in). Harvest: Jul-Sept. Position: Sun/
part shade. Suitable for: Border and containers. 
Delivery: Jan-Mar.

5. Rhubarb Champagne
15071 £11.99 (2 budded pieces) 

62022 £18.99 (4 budded pieces) 
This early variety is ideal for forcing 
to produce long, slender, pink-tinged 
stalks. Reliable and easy to grow
HP 60cm (24in). Harvest: Apr-June. Position: Sun/
part shade. Suitable for: Borders. Delivery: Jan-Mar.

4. Mulberry Charlotte Russe
KA2492 £9.99 (1 x 9cm pot)  
KA9326 £19.99 (3 x 9cm pots) 
Dwarf and compact mulberry tree 
that will suit any size of garden and 
produce mulberries in its first year. 
Perfect for a pot on the patio!
HS H: 1.5-2m (5-6ft). Harvest: May-Sept. Position: 
Sun/part shade. Border and pots. Delivery: Feb-Mar. 

Full Season  
Blueberry Collection
HS Harvest: Jul-Aug. Delivery: Feb-Mar.

Extend the cropping season with this 
outstanding collection of blueberry 
bushes. These sturdy shrubs make 
attractive features for the patio or 
acidic borders, bearing masses of 
sweetly- scented, creamy white flowers 
in spring, followed by delicious fruit 
and fiery crimson autumn foliage.

1a. Blueberry Bluecrop
13340 £11.99 (1 x 9cm pot)

1b. Blueberry Elliot
KA9231 £11.99 (1 x 9cm pot)

1c. Blueberry Duke
71122 £11.99 (1 x 9cm pot) 

1b
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13. Strawberry Sweet Colossus
65358 £11.99 (1 x 9cm pot)

65359 £23.98 £19.99  
(2 x 9cm pots) SAVE* £3.99
Colossus by name, colossus by 
nature! Each fruit weighs in at 42g 
on average –  as large as a standard 
tomato, with no loss of sweetness or 
flavour. Children love to pick fresh 
strawberries but they’ll struggle to get 
their hands around these whopping 
fruits!
HP H: 20cm (8in). Harvest June-Sept. Position: Sun. 
Suitable for: Pots and borders. Delivery: Jan-Mar. 

NewNewNew
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Garden Essentials

Full terms and conditions are available on request or on 
our website at www.vanmeuwen.com. Your contract for 
supply of goods is with Van Meuwen.  
Van Meuwen is committed to supplying high quality 
products to recreational gardeners and households for 
personal use. Our liability is restricted to the purchase 
price of the item ordered. 
*Where SAVE is shown, please note that savings are 
based on the equivalent of multiples of the original 
price of the smallest pack size. 
Prices correct at time of printing and are valid to  
31st March 2021

• To place your priority order online go to: 
www.vanmeuwen.com  To ensure you are able 
to receive our special offers online, please quote the code in 
the yellow box at the top of the order form.

• Orderline: 0844 557 1850   
9am-8pm (Monday-Friday) and 9am-6pm (Saturday-Sunday). 
Calls cost 7p per minute plus your telephone providers access 
charge. Calls from other networks may vary.

• Post your completed order form to:  
FREEPOST Van Meuwen,  Admail ADM3952, 
Spalding, PE11 1ZZ

How to place your order

Van Meuwen strives to ensure that all its plants are 
delivered to you in the perfect condition for planting. 
Sadly the time it takes to deliver to certain locations 
in the UK means that we can’t guarantee this, so 
regretfully we are unable to ship live plants to the 
following areas: HS, IV41-IV56, KW15-KW17, PA34, 
PA41-48, PA60-PA78, PA80, PH40-PH44, TR21-
TR25, ZE1-ZE3.  For grey, green and red lorry marked 
items please allow 5-7 days for delivery - please 
note due to courier limitations we are unable to supply 
these items to Northern Ireland, Isle of Man, Highlands, 
Islands, BFPO, Channel Islands, Scilly Isles and Eire.

1. incredibloom®

47551 £6.99 (100g sachet) 

47552 £12.99 (750g pack) 

55871 £19.99 (2 x 750g pack) 
A complete granular plant 
fertiliser that guarantees your 
plants get the correct nutrients 
as and when they need them. 
A fast acting, immediate result 
combined with a slow release, 
long-term effect and no waste or 
burning. One easy application will 
keep your plants well fed for the 
growing season.
Despatch: within 3 days.

2. incredicrop®

58828 £6.99 (100g sachet) 

79266 £12.99 (750g pack)  
A complete granular plant 
fertiliser that guarantees your 
fruit and vegetable plants get 
the correct nutrients as and 
when they need them. Boosts 
your harvest and improves 
flavour. One easy application is 
all that’s required to keep your 
plants well fed for the growing 
season.
Despatch: within 3 days.

5. incredipeatfree
KB3493 £14.99 (70 litre bag  
+ 210g incredibloom®) 
A peat free mix. The perfect 
compost for growing on your 
seedlings and plug plants, as well 
as planting up containers with 
your favourite patio plants. For 
best results when potting up larger 
plants, mix in extra plant feed from 
the free 210g pack of incredibloom® 
included with your compost.
Despatch: within 3 days.

6. incredifeed Drip Feeders
6a. ‘Multi-Purpose’ 
KB3688 £6.00  
(6 x 30ml drip feeder bottles) 

6b. ‘Hanging Basket & Tub’ 
KB3685 £6.00  
(6 x 30ml drip feeder bottles) 
Ready to use, just snip off the 
tip and press into the compost 
around your plants. Each bottle 
feeds the plants in one pot for up 
to 30 days. Ideal to keep plants 
healthy whilst away from home.
Despatch: within 3 days.

1 53

HA Hardy annual  /  HHA Half hardy annual  /  HB Hardy biennial  
HP Hardy perennial  HHP Half hardy perennial  /  HS Hardy shrub 
HT Hardy tree  /  HBb Hardy bulb/tuber  /  HCl Hardy climber 
HHCl Half hardy climber  /  TP Tender perennial  /  TS Tender shrub

RHS Award of Garden 
Merit: The plant is 
highly recommended 
by the Royal 
Horticultural Society

Drought tolerant: The 
plant will not suffer in 
drier conditions

RHS Plants for 
Pollinators: The plant 
is a useful habitat and 
source of nectar for 
pollinating insects

Fragrant plants: The 
flowers or foliage (or 
both) are scented

3. incredicompost®

58600 £9.99 (25 litre bag  
+ 100g incredibloom®) 

56335 £14.99 (70 litre bag  
+ 210g incredibloom®) 
Independently verified as the 
best overall compost for sowing 
seeds and raising young plants. 
This premium, reduced-peat, 
multi-purpose compost includes 
a sachet of he excellent plant-
boosting incredibloom®. 
Despatch: within 3 days.

4. incredicrop® Grow Bag
KA7221 £11.99 (1 x 35 litre  
bag + 100g incredicrop®) 

KA7222 £19.99 (2 x 35 litre 
bag + 2 x 100g incredicrop®)
Our vegan-friendly, incredicompost® 
in a grow bag, makes growing 
your own vegetables even easier! 
Combining our own unique blend of 
incredicompost® and incredicrop® 
fertiliser to give your vegetable 
plants the very best start. The 
three pre-marked planting slots 
are the ideal size for our watering 
tray/snail collars.
Despatch: within 3 days.
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TM_VMS350Your                    Order Form Please quote this 
key code when you 

place your order

£4.99
ONLY

£3.99
ONLY

£5.99
ONLY

£5.99
ONLY

Please charge my card account
Card No. (Payment will be deducted on receipt of your order at Van Meuwen) Extra card security - turn your card  

over and write the last 3 numbers  
from your signature strip

OR I enclose cheque/postal order  
(please add name and address on back) 
payable to: Van Meuwen

METHOD OF PAYMENT

£PLEASE TICK  
RELEVANT BOX

We now accept 
PayPal express 
on our website

Expiry date

YM YM

PAGE VARIETY/PRODUCT CODE QTY TOTAL  

MAXICROP Organic Plant Stimulant - please treat ALL of  
my plants to give them the best possible start - only £1.00 KA2524 Tick 

[       ] £1.00

SUBTOTAL £

YOUR SPECIAL OFFERS AND DELIVERY CHARGES  

I have placed an order - please send me  
Petunia ‘Frills & Spills Superstar’ 5 Postiplugs - worth £12.99 KB8609 Tick 

[       ] £3.99
My order is over £20 - please send me 
Fuchsia ‘Trailing Mixed’ 10 Postiplugs - worth £14.99 KB8411 Tick 

[       ] £4.99
My order is over £35 - please send me  
Busy Lizzie ‘Accent Mixed’ 72 plugs - worth £14.99 KB7651 Tick 

[       ] £5.99
My order is over £75 - please send me 
Clematis ‘Trio’ 3 jumbo plugs - worth £14.99 KB8530 Tick 

[       ] £5.99

SPECIAL OFFER TOTAL £

PLANTS DELIVERY Standard delivery for all plants, bare roots and bulbs is £4.99

Delivery  
Charges

Plants, bare roots, bulbs and/or unmarked hard goods delivery Tick 
[       ] £4.99

Hard Goods marked with a grey lorry only Tick 
[       ] £4.99

Hard Goods marked with a grey lorry only and other items Tick 
[       ] £6.99

Hard Goods marked with a green lorry only Tick 
[       ] £7.99

Hard Goods marked with a red lorry only Tick 
[       ] £9.99

DELIVERY TOTAL £

Less gift/credit vouchers  (if applicable) -£

GRAND TOTAL £

Address
Title First Name

Surname

Address

Postcode

Daytime Tel. No.*

Mobile Tel No*

Email*

• By placing an order with us, you become a Van Meuwen  
 customer, so we would like to continue sending our   
 catalogue to you, giving you first sight of our new varieties.  
 Please tick the box if you do not want to receive them      .

• As a Van Meuwen customer we would like to send you new  
 variety previews, newsletters & exclusive special offers and  
 discounts via email. Please tick this box if you do not want  
 to receive them      .

• We would like to send you gardening-related offers by SMS.   
 Tick here if you do not want to receive them      .

• We think you’d enjoy some of the latest products and offers by  
 post from our trusted partners: companies operating in the  
 clothing, collectables, food & wine, gardening, gadgets &  
 entertainment, health & beauty, household goods, travel,  
 financial services, charities and home interiors categories.  
 If you do not want to receive these, please tick this box      .
• To learn more about our partners and how your data  
 may be used for marketing, see our privacy policy at  
 www.vanmeuwen.com/privacy.  Van Meuwen take your  
 privacy very seriously. You can change your communications  
 preferences with us at any time, by calling our customer service  
 team on 0333 400 0040 or emailing us at care@vmplants.com.

Staying in touch with Van Meuwen  
- please read carefully

Keeping track of your order
By sharing your email address*, telephone* and mobile number* 
with us you can track the status of your order and receive progress 
updates. Please note that we may print your telephone number on the 
despatch label which will ensure the carrier can contact you if they 
need to. You may receive an email from our courier with updates on 
your delivery including information to enable you to track your order. 
We will not pass on email or phone numbers to any other third parties.

All delivered to your door!
2 6

6a

6b

SPECIAL OFFER 5 Petunia ‘Frills & Spills Superstar’ £3.99 worth £12.99, see page 45 for details

4

Maxicrop Original  
Seaweed Extract
KA4022 £9.99 (500ml)
KB0192 £16.99 (2 x 500ml) 

For just £1 we’ll treat your entire 
plant order with Maxicrop: 
It encourages: A strong, healthy root system and 
improved root growth  •  More energy  
for growth  •  Better establishment   
•  Greater nutrient availability   
•  Greener, healthier leaves   
•  Reduced stress during transit 

Bulbs are not treated

Just tick the box on the order  
form to ensure your plants  
get the best start in life. 
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Garden Essentials

1. Watering Irrigation Kit
13489 £16.99 
A micro-irrigation kit which is ideal 
for your garden or patio. Comes 
complete with 20 drippers that can 
water up to 22 pots or baskets, 23 
metres of tubing, all fittings and easy 
instructions
Despatch: within 3 days.

2. Garden Grow Fibre Pots
81741 £8.99 (48 pots) 

KB3144 £12.99 (96 pots) 

KB3145 £19.99 (192 pots) 
The perfect size for seeds, cuttings and 
plug plants. Simply plant out the whole 
pot which biodegrades into the soil.
Despatch: within 24 hours.

3. Grow Pots 9cm
KB6876 £6.99 (20 pots) 

KB6877 £9.99 (40 pots) 
Flexible plastic pots in terracotta 
brown, versatile and reusable.
Pot diameter: 9cm. Despatch: within 3 days.

4. Shuttle Trays and Pots
KB3761 £11.99 (3 trays, 54 pots) 

KB3762 £16.99 (5 trays, 90 pots)

KB3763 £26.99 (10 trays, 180 pots) 
Sturdy plastic tray complete with 18  
9cm diameter pots allows you to grow 
and transport multiple plants. Ideal 
for use with seed sowing, potting up 
seedlings or growing on plug plants.
Despatch: within 3 days.

5. Vermiculite
KB2217 £6.99 (1 x 2.4 litre tub) 
A naturally occurring, non-toxic 
mineral that holds nutrients and 
retains water to improve germination 
and healthy root growth. Perfect for 
mixing into seed compost to encourage 
healthy root growth and ideal for over-
wintering begonias and dahlia tubers.
Delivery: Jan-Feb.

6. Clay Pebbles
KB2218 £6.99 (1 x 2.4 litre tub) 
A clean alternative to soil, these 
porous, pH neutral pebbles are clean, 
lightweight and easy to use. Perfect for 
growing orchids, top dressing potted 
plants or soiless (hydroponic) growing.
Despatch: within 3 days.

7. Coir Mix 70/30
KB2219 £6.99 (1 x 2.4 litre tub) 
An effective mix of 70% coconut coir 
and 30% perlite with a small amount 
of clay pebbles.
Despatch: within 3 days.

8. Frost Protection Fleece
KB0072 £8.99 (Each) 

KB0332 £16.99(Pack of 2) 
An easy way to protect your plants on 
cold nights, and an excellent barrier 
from pests and summer sun. A single 
layer provides -2/-3˚C protection, 
which can be increased by folding to 
protect down to -6˚C.
Fleece size: 1.5m x 10m. Despatch: within 3 days.

9. Self-Watering  
Seed Starter Kit
KB2220 £12.99
Contains 35 coir plugs, a plastic 
reservoir tray and a clear plastic lid to 
maintain a warm atmosphere. Easy to 
use and ideal for sowing large seeds 
individually.
Despatch: within 3 days.

10. 24 Cell Windowsill 
Greenhouse
KB2221 £12.99  
Takes the hassle out of seed sowing, 
supplied as two coir 12 cell trays (24 
cells in total), a plastic drip tray for 
catching irrigation water, and a clear 
plastic lid. Individual cells are perfect 
for rooting cuttings or sowing larger 
seeds.
Despatch: within 3 days.

11. 16 Cell Window Propagator
KB2222 £10.99 
Includes two coir 8-cell trays and a 
plastic tray for retaining water, plus a 
clear plastic lid. Ideal for starting off 
flower and veg seedlings indoors.
Despatch: within 3 days. 

12. Garden Grow Plug and Seed 
Growing Tray
81748 £13.99 (3 trays) 

KB3560 £19.99 (6 trays) 
Robust plastic growing trays with 40 
cell inserts and clear plastic lids. Ideal 
for growing seedlings and plug plants. 
Each cell is 45mm high and 38mm 
square at the top.
Despatch: within 3 days. 

13. Garden Gear Heated 
Propagator
KB4291 £34.99 
Improve your propagation success 
rates with this sturdy, heated 
propagator. The heated base transfers 
gentle heat to the compost in seed 
trays, creating a perfect environment 
for germination. A large air vent in the 
lid allows for good ventilation.
Dimensions: 39cm x 25cm x 20cm. Includes 1.5m 
power cable. Despatch: within 3 days.

14. Mighty Dripper
D3659 £7.99
Steadily flows drops of water through 
six adjustable drippers. Includes 10.5 
litre bag which holds over 2 gallons of 
water and a 5 metre irrigation tube. 
A full bag will last for more than 24 
hours. Useful for gradual watering in 
greenhouses, conservatories, indoors 
and even a garden border.
12 month guarantee. Despatch: within 3 days.

15. Garden Gear  
Kneeler and Seat
G0999 £23.99 
This 2-in-1 folding garden kneeler and 
seat is a great, handy, helper around 
the garden. Includes a pouch to store 
your gardening tools in while you work. 
Made from high-quality steel frames 
with two polypropylene foam cushions.
2 year guarantee. Despatch: within 24 hours. 

16. Garden Gear 20V Cordless 
Lithium-ion Telescopic  
Hedge Trimmer
G1167 £99.99 
A reach of up to 2.82m allows you to 
easily trim high hedges and bushes. 
Up to 60 minutes of continuous 
operation on a full charge. Adjustable 
angled operation, conveniently light 
and easy to use.
2 year guarantee. Despatch: within 14 days. 

17. Garden Gear Corded  
Pole Chainsaw
D5942 £89.99 
Reach up to 2.9m with the long reach 
pole. No petrol, no complicated 
settings, just a simple and safe press 
and release system. The chainsaw has 
a cutting width of 25cm and weighs just 
3.7kg, includes a shoulder strap.
2 year guarantee. Despatch: within 24 hours. 

18. Garden Gear 20V  
Lithium-ion Cordless Tiller
G2700 £79.99 
This powerful cordless tiller is ideal for 
preparing the garden for the upcoming 
season. Can be used to dig holes, clear 
weeds, level ground, work in fertiliser 
and prepare furrows for sowing. 
Weighing only 2kg, this lightweight tool 
is suitable for use by all gardeners.
12 month guarantee. Despatch: within 10 days. 

19. Garden Gear Weed Burner
G2350 £29.99 
This innovative weed burner works by 
transmitting bursts of thermal heat 
which result in the plant cells dying 
from root to tip. Includes 5m power 
cable, retractable stand and removable 
handle for easy storage.
2 year guarantee. Despatch: within 24 hours. 

20. Garden Gear 20V Cordless 
Lithium-ion Leaf Blower
G1166 £59.99 
Powerful and cordless, making 
tidying leaves in the garden quick and 
easy. , With no mains power source 
required, it can be used anywhere. The 
1500 mAh lithium ion battery can be 
charged to full power in about 3 to 5 
hours. Features a soft grip handle and 
detachable blower tube.
2 year guarantee. Despatch: within 10 days. 

1 6
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trimming!
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1. Petunia Trailing ‘Surfinia’
The world’s no.1 trailing petunias  
burst onto the gardening scene over 
thirty years ago. Their impressive 
flower power, weather resistance, 
colour range and versatility have 
made them a summer success ever 
since, try them in hanging baskets and 
you’ll be thrilled with the results.  
Shown here (main picture): ‘White’, 
‘Purple’ and ‘Blue’.

1a. ‘Hot Pink’  
KB8222 £7.99 (5 Postiplugs) 
KB5589 £7.99 (1 x 9cm pot) 
KB5655 £14.99 (3 x 9cm pots)

1b. ‘White’  
KB8225 £7.99 (5 Postiplugs) 
KB5591 £7.99 (1 x 9cm pot) 
KB5657 £14.99 (3 x 9cm pots) 

1c. ‘Purple’  
KB8223 £7.99 (5 Postiplugs) 
KB5590 £7.99 (1 x 9cm pot)

KB5656 £14.99 (3 x 9cm pots)  

1d. ‘Blue’  
KB8221 £7.99 (5 Postiplugs) 
KB5588 £7.99 (1 x 9cm pot)

KB5654 £14.99 (3 x 9cm pots)  

1e. ‘Red’  
KB8224 £7.99 (5 Postiplugs) 
KB7690 £7.99 (1 x 9cm pot) 
KB8899 £14.99 (3 x 9cm pots) 
HHA Tr. 60-90cm (24-35in). Flowers: Jun-Oct 
Position: Sun. Suitable for: Baskets, containers.  
Delivery: Mar-May.

Petunia Trailing  
‘Surfinia’ Mixed  

KB8434 £7.99  
(5 Postiplugs - 1 of each variety) 

KB8435 £15.98 £12.99  
(10 Postiplugs - 2 of each variety) 
SAVE £2.99 

KB8436 £25.98 £16.99   
(20 Postiplugs - 4 of each variety) 
SAVE £8.99
KB8437 £33.98 £26.99  
(40 Postiplugs - 8 of each variety)  
SAVE £6.99
KB8438 £84.95 £59.99
(100 Postiplugs - 20 of each variety) 
SAVE* £24.96

1a 1b 1c 1d 1e

incredibloom®

47551 £4.99  
(100g sachet)
47552 £9.99  
(750g pack)
T455871P £18.99 (2 x 750g pack)
The perfect plant food for your best 
ever display of surfinias. 

  Good quality and beautiful floral 
display, would recommend these to all.
3 Nov 2019 www.vanmeuwen.com
“ 

“ 

 Buy 100 Mixed 

Petunia Surfinias

SAVE £24.96

Order online www.vanmeuwen.com or by phone 0844 557 1850

£4.99
10 Fuchsia  

‘Trailing Mixed’
worth £14.99  

with orders over £20

    Quality gardens
at everyday prices

PETUNIA SURFINIAS For a magnificent summer display

Order online www.vanmeuwen.com or by phone 0844 557 185048
KEY CODE

TM_VMS350 
VM21004.01

Black & Gold  
Patio Pot
82449  
£12.99 (1 pot) 
KB5942  
£19.99 (2 pots)
This elegant  
patio pot features   
a stylish lattice pattern in burnished 
gold, with a matching pot saucer 
to complete the look. Made from 
durable plastic, it is lightweight and 
easily moved around the garden. Also 
features punchable drainage holes in 
the base. Ideal for year-round use. 
H: 30cm (12in) x Dia: 39cm (16in).
Despatched: within 3 days.

incredibloom®

47551 £6.99  
(100g sachet)
47552 £12.99  
(750g pack)
55871 £19.99 (2 x 750g pack)
The perfect plant food for your best 
ever display of summer annuals. 
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Order online www.vanmeuwen.com or by phone 0844 557 1850

Pre-Planted Hanging Baskets

1 4

2 6

3 7

95

10

The easiest route to  
a colourful display  
of hanging baskets and 
patio pots. Delivered 
ready-planted. 
On delivery from May onwards, 
once all risk of harsh frost has 
passed, simply position your Pre-
Planted baskets or pots in your 
garden and water them regularly 
to keep the soil moist.

Choose from our interchangeable 
35cm (14in) Premium Pots/
Baskets, or our standard 25cm 
(10in) hanging baskets.

‘Eton Mess’ and ‘Sherbert 
Lemon’ are also available as 9cm 
potted plants. Delivery: Apr-May.

8

Premium basket:  
Black Plastic  
35cm (14in)  

Premium pot:  
Black Plastic  
35cm (14in)  

Standard basket:  
Green Plastic  
25cm (10in)

Pre-Planted  
Baskets and Patio Pots
Delivery May-June

Standard 
Basket 
£16.99 
25cm (10in)

Premium  
Basket/Pot

£22.99 
35cm (14in) 

1. Begonia ‘Apricot Shades’ KA1167 KB3403

2. Petunia Surfinia ‘Mixed’ KA1195 KB3412

3. ‘Sherbet Lemon Mix’ KA1207 KB3413

NEW KB8758 £14.99 (6 x 9cm pots)  /  KB9004 £24.99 (12 x 9cm pots)

4. ‘Eton Mess’ KA1203 KB3406

NEW KB8745 £14.99 (4 x 9cm pots)  /  KB9003 £24.99 (12 x 9cm pots)

5. Begonia ‘Illumination Mix’ KA8692 KB3404

6. ‘Fruit Salad’ KA1211 KB3407

7. ‘Tutti Frutti Mix’ KB3415 KB3410

8. ‘Oranges & Lemons’ KB3414 KB3405

9. Petunia ‘Frills & Spills’ KA1199 KB3411

10. Geranium ‘Balcon Mix’ KA1179 KB3409
 

New
Also  

available  
in 9cm  
pots.

New
Also  

available  
in 9cm  
pots.
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3. Bell Cloche
KB2852 £9.99 (1 cloche) 

KB3817 £19.99 (3 cloches)

KB3818 £26.99 (5 cloches)

Protect young plants with this sturdy 
clear-plastic cloche. Simply place 
the dome over your plants to create 
a microclimate that will encourage 
speedy growth and form a barrier 
from slugs, snails and other pests 
Adjustable air vent aids temperature 
and humidity control.
Dimensions: Diameter 33cm (13in) x H30cm (12in). 
12-month guarantee. Delivery: Jan-Feb.

4. Garden Gear  
Premium Greenhouses
4a. Mini Greenhouse (4 tier)
G2160 £29.99 (W69 x H158 x D49cm)

G2161 £9.99 (Mini spare cover)

4b. Medium Walk-In  
Greenhouse (6 shelf)
G3345 £44.99 (W143 x H193 x D73cm)

4c. Large Walk-In  
Greenhouse (12 shelf)
G3348 £69.99 (W143 x H195 x D143cm)

Perfect for smaller gardens or an area 
where a permanent greenhoues is not 
possible. Durable and easy to assemble 
with powder-coated steel frames and 
waterproof PE protector cover. Supplied 
with metal ground pegs.
Ground liner not included. Despatch: within 5  days 
(Medium & Large). Delivery: Jan-Feb (Mini).

5. Mini Greenhouse Cloche
KA3043 £19.99  
(1 pack of 1 cloche, 2 ends + stakes)

KA3044 £34.99  
(1 pack of 2 cloches, 4 ends + stakes)

Easy to set up, these strong, clear 
plastic cloches not only give plants 
protection from the elements, they 
also keep unwanted garden pests away 
too! The integral rainwater collection 
reservoirs mean that plants can enjoy 
natural rainwater, plus normal watering 
is far easier during dry spells.
Dimensions: Each Cloche: L85cm x W40cm x 
H21cm/ Cloche Ends: L20cm x W40cm x H21cm. 
Despatch: within 5 days.

6. Garden Grow  
Greenhouse Tunnel
6a. Net 81747 £19.99 (Net Tunnel) 

6b. PVC 81746 £19.99 (PVC Tunnel) 

Keep your crops safe from marauding 
insects and other pests with these 
handy, easy-to-use tunnels.
Dimensions: Diameter 3m x 45cm x 45cm.  
Despatch: within 5 days (PVC).  
Delivery: Jan-Feb (Net).

Essential products for your spring garden

1. Garden Grow  
Wooden Cold Frame
G2164 £49.99
Extend the growing season and 
keep your non-hardy plants, young 
seedlings, vegetables or flower 
beds protected from harsh weather 
conditions with this wooden cold 
frame. Constructed using strong and 
durable fir wood with polycarbonate 
panels which allow sunlight to 
penetrate without the risk of heat 
escaping. Features a hinged lid for 
easy access.
Dimensions: L90cm x W48cm x H49.5cm. 12 month 
guarantee. Despatch: within 5 days.

2. Garden Gear Pop-Up Cloche
G4445£14.99 

The easiest way to protect your plants 
from pests and cold weather. It simply 
pops-up into shape, ready to place 
over your delicate plants. Features 
a roll-up zip door for access and 
ventilation, and is supplied with metal 
pegs to secure it to the ground.
Dimensions: L99cm x W99cm x H99cm. 12 month 
guarantee. Delivery: Jan-Feb.
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3 CLEMATIS TRIO JUST £5.99 WORTH £14.99 WHEN YOUR ORDER VALUE EXCEEDS £75

Welcome...

the

team

£5.99 

72 BUSY LIZZIE ACCENT MIXED

JUST £5.99 WORTH £14.99 WHEN 

YOUR ORDER VALUE EXCEEDS £35

£5.99

10 FUCHSIA TRAILING MIXED  JUST £4.99 WORTH £14.99 WHEN YOUR ORDER VALUE EXCEEDS £20

5 PETUNIA FRILLS & SPILLS SUPERSTAR  

JUST £3.99 WORTH £12.99 

WITH ANY ORDER

£4.99

£3.99

...to your Spring catalogue, packed with all  
of the best plants for your garden over the 
coming months and seasons.  
With optimistic expectations for 2021, we’re here 
to make your garden an even better place to 
enjoy than ever before, we’d like to thank you for 
your continuing support over the last 12 months 
and hope that, together, we can create even more 
outstanding gardens up and down the country. 

Despatching now is our full range of summer 
flowering bulbs and bare root plants for a 
beautiful display over the coming months. Plus 
it’s the ideal time to order your summer bedding. 

Our complete range of plants are always 
available to view online, plus you’ll find all our 
fertilisers, tools, garden buildings and products 
for outdoor relaxing and dining, everything you’ll 
need to maintain a wonderful outdoor space.

Don’t forget to check out your four special 
offers to the right, they’re another easy way  
to get more beautiful plants for your money!

We look forward to receiving your order soon  
and wish you an enjoyable springtime in the garden!

Begonia ‘Apricot Shades Improved’
KB7674 £9.99 (24 plugs) 

KB7676 £19.99 (72 plugs) 

KA9686 £12.99 (15 Garden Ready plants)

KA9687 £17.99 (30 Garden Ready plants)

Grow an abundance of flowers that will brighten 
your garden from July to October. The large, 
double blooms cascade from trailing stems in an 
impressive display of golden colours.
HHP H: 30cm (12in). Flowers: Jul-Oct. Position: Sun/Part 
shade. Suitable for: Baskets and pots. Delivery: Mar-Apr 
(plugs) and May-Jun (Garden Ready).

£9.98
SAVE*

BUY 72

Return address: Van Meuwen, West Point Business Park, Westland Square, 
Leeds, LS11 5SS. Please do not use this address for any other correspondance.

If you love plants, you’ll love 
our email special offers!
The best way to get access to our fantastic  
regular special offers is through our FREE  
email newsletters. Sign up and you’ll be sent 
exclusive and amazing offers such as 20% OFF 
weekends ... Plants for just 1p ... £10 OFF every 
order ... plus many more. Sign up at:

www.vanmeuwen.com

Sign up 
for exclusive  

special offers

CUSTOMER FAVOURITE
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